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Longwood Gets in the Spirit of Giving
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

T i s the season for giving,
giving. The tree in the
Ruffner Hall Rotunda nas D•een dubbed the
"giving tree" this year and the Sigma Sigma
Sigma (Tri -Sigma) sorority is hosting a service
event to go along with the tree.
"The giving tree is Longwood's version of the
angel tree, but it's main purpose is to give a
chance for students and faculty to give back to
the less fortunate in the Farmville and surrounding counties this holiday season," said
Lauren D'Agostino, a Tri-Sigma sister and coordinator for the project
"The giving tree, unlike an angel tree, not only
helps out individual people in need in the community, but it also helps out good causes such
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Participants were able to take a gift off the tree
and learn more about the recipient. Since it is
needs based rather then purely gifts, information such as gender and clothing size will be included on the back. The project grew
tremendously in size this year compared to
years before.
"We placed 150 tags on the holiday tree in the
Rotunda, and they have all been taken, which is
really exciting! We are in the process of making
more because we have been contacted by
multi[ple] people requesting tags, so I am hoping on getting them up in me coming days for
people to take and piircha&e item&iar local or- Hie Holiday Tree, located In Ruffner HaH, was f l ow Nov. 17.

Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity Suspended
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
T h e Phi Theta Chi
chapter of Alpha Chi
Rho (AXP) is no
longer recognized by
Longwood University
or tne fraternity's national headquarters.
The Longwood University Judicial Board
was brought the case
of the chapter having
a hazing violation.
The violation is their
second charge in
three years. The chapter pled responsible
and was found responsible for their infraction.
The chapter was first
informed of the Judicial Board's decision
of a suspension on
September 29, but
was kept a secret
upon the fraternity's
request as they intended to appeal the
decision. According
to the Longwood Student Handbook, "All
appeals must be submitted to the designated appeals officer
within ten working
days of the date of the

letter of sanction sent
to the respondent unless, given the nature
and timing of the
case, the Hearing
Board or Officer specifies an alternative
deadline.
Respondents have the right to
one appeal request."
The appeal hearing
was held November 5,
and was monitored by
Vice President of Student Affairs Dr. Tim
Pierson and Dean of
the Cormier Honors
College Dr. Geoffrey
Orth.
The AXP appeal was
based on accusation
of an unfair or incorrectly executed trial.
The fraternity also
claimed that tney did
not have proper access to official records
large for the
of the charges
purpose ooff ppreparing
a proper defense for
the hearing.
Former Chapter
President Matt Durrett said, "The hearing
order did not go by
the Student Handbook." Additionally,
they felt the police report used endangered
students by breaching
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confidentiality as well
as listing an AXP
member's social security number on the
record. Information
resented in Judicial
oard hearings is
considered confidential according to the
Student Handbook.
According to Durrett, the complainant,
Longwood University
Police Officer Garry
Hardy was late to the
hearing, and because
of his tardiness, was
unable to present concluding remarks before the respondents
presented tneir concluding remarks. The
Student Handbook
states, "The complainant may present
concluding remarks,
then the respondent
may present concluding remarks."
Hardy arrived to the
hearing and was presenting his concluding
remarks,
he
renised to list the
names of students to
protect those individuals; but those names
were already listed on
the police report Durrett had used to pre-
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are for the hearing
•urrett also saic
"The last 20 minutes,
Officer Hardy was
slandering Us and
talked about mariuana smoking, which
L"ad nothing to do
with the charges."
The first public announcement
was
made at the Interfraternity Council (IFC)
meeting on November 11. Th^ news of
AXP's rempval was
repeated ati the College
Pinhellenic
Council (CPC) meeting that toojk place directly after the IPC
meeting.
They were issued the
following. sanctions:
They may not take
new members, wear
Greek letters, or participate in any organizational ' activities.
They were suspended
of their chapter prm>leges as well. AXP
may begin the process
to get their charter
back a«d be recognized by Longwood
University beginning
Aug. 1,2011.

E
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"The Longwood community are the one's who are
making this such a huge success and I hope that next
year we can make it bigger and give to more people!"
said D'Agostino.
W
"I think it is an important project because not only
are we helping someone out, we're helping someone
in the Farmville community! I think it is really important that the students of Longwood reach out to
the Farmville community because this is our home
for most of the year. I think the people of Farmville
see that we want to be a part of the community too
and really appreciate it," said sister Emmy Borgie.
"I think it is important because really it represents
what the season is all about. I think sometimes people get caught up in the mainstream idea of Christmas that tney forget that it is about helping each
other and loving each other," said sister Jessica
Cooke.
I was always taught growing up that it's important
to give back to those who are less fortunate. Especially during the holiday season, knowing that there
are children out there who aren't going to be receiving any presents without the help of the community.
Tne same goes with the residents in the nursing
homes who have no family and lack the funding to
purchase basic goods, such as T-shirts and soap. We
are only asking that you spend $15-20 on a recipient, which isn t a lot when you think of how much
joy you're going to bring them knowing a stranger
cares about them," said D'Agostino.
Drop off dates are December 6 and 9 in the "A"
Room of the Lankford Student Union between 8
a.m. and 5 p.m.

Heath Center Offers Free Treatment for Meningitis
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
A Longwood University
freshman was admitted to a
Roanoke, Va. hospital on Sat.,
Nov. 27 and was diagnosed
with bacterial meningitis, according to Vice President for
Student Affairs Dr. Tim Pierson.
Pierson sent a priority health
alert e-mail to students on
Sun., Nov. 28. According to
the e-mail, "The student it in
stable condition and Longwood officials are working
closely with the Virginia Department of Health (the lead
agency) to help us monitor
and evaluate this situation."
Pierson came to speak to the
Student Government Association (SGA) to talk about the
problem. He explained that
the university was notified by
a caseworker at the hospital
that a Longwood student had
been admitted with meningitis. The strand the student has
is bacterial and one of the
more serious strands of the
disease. Bacterial meningitis is
a serious infection of the fluid
in the spinal cord and fluid
surrounding the brain.
The caseworker interviewed
the student and discovered he
attended a party at the Rugby
house on Sat., Nov. 20. Pier-
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son explained that even if you
have Been vaccinated, you
could still be at risk. He said
the disease could be transferred from more than just intimate contact. Even sharing a
cigarette or a drink could
transfer meningitu to another
person.
M
Pierson added ihey are not
sure who the student got the
bacteria from, so there could
be another carrier on campus.
Hdmpden-Sydney
College
students were also in attendance at the party, so anyone
who thinks tney misfit nave
been in contact should be on
alert.
"Don't be worried about
being at the party," Pierson
urged students. He reminded
everyone that the Health &
Wellness Center is strictly
confidential.
The university is not going to
ive any consequences for stuents who step forward and
say they need treatment.
A senator in the SGA meeting asked how effective it is to
receive treatment for meningitis when the potential contact
occurred ten days ago. Pierson
explained it could take two to
ten days for the symptoms to
develop.
Although it has been over
ten days since the party, the
symptoms develop from the
aay
ay you co
come in contact with
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the bacteria. So if a student
contracted the bacteria ten
days ago, and someone came
in contact with that student
five days later, their symptoms
may not have developed yet.
The most common symptoms of bacterial meningitis
include a high fever, headache,
and stiff neck. Other symptoms may include nausea,
vomiting, discomfort looking
into bright lights, confusion,
and sleepiness. Pierson urges
any student who thinks they
could have possibly come in
contact witn the bacteria or
are experiencing symptoms to
goget the treatment.
Tne treatment is one pill, free
to students. The Health Center will bepassing medication
out until Tnurs., Dec. 2. They
have extended their hours to
from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. on December 1 and 2, but if that
time does not work with your
schedule, Pierson urges you to
contact the Health Center to
set up another time.
The e-mail message was later
sent to parents of Longwood
students. Pierson explained it
was another measure to increase awarehess about the
issue. "If there is a question,
get it checked out. Tnis is of
tnat serious nature," said Pierson.

+
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Have a Weird
Break
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
Virginia is for
Lovers.
We've
heard that phrase
echoed through
the cohorts of
Virginia advertising for how
many years now?
But were you
NEWS
aware that others
COLUMN
inhabit Virginia
aside
from
"lovers?" I bet you weren't There are some
oddities in the Commonwealth as well and
I invite you, during your break, to partake
in road tripping to these sights that will
surely fill up your camera's memory card.
I was doing some research online lately
about a location a little northwest of Farmville. The attraction is in the town of Yogaville, located in Buckingham County.
There is this sacred holy location, if you
will, in what would otherwise be considered the middle of nowhere. It's the Light of
Truth Universal Shrine, also known as the
LOTUS Temple.
According to the website roadsideamerica.com, the area is "the realization of Sri
Gurudev's universal teaching that 'Truth is
One, Paths are Many" It's nothing new for
the area, having been rooted in the county
for more than 20 years now, but nonetheless it is a strange sight to behold for those
not accustomed to brightly colored places
of worship shaped like a plant bulb.
Maybe Yogaville doesn't exactly tickle
your fancy. In that case, Dinosaur Land, just
off the dirt road in White Post, is sure to
please. You can call it a town that time forgot—featuring over 40 giant dino and other
animal replicas. While they might not be
able to chase you or eat you, there might be
a good chance these dinosaurs will scare the
fun out of you. All the statues were built by
fiberglass fanatic Mark Cline, who constructed Dinosaur Kingdom, iust down the
road from Dinosaur Land in Natural
Bridge. ...
'
Dinosaurs might be a little too scary for
the younger members of the family, but
everyone is fascinated by oversizea auto
mecnanics holding an intricate car part,
right? Folks in Newport News must be
since this location is the home of the enormous Muffler Man. Overlooking the Auto
Muffler King muffler shop, Muffler Man
has been standing tall since 1965, eight
years after the shop opened.
Still going strong today, Muffler Man attracts business while donning his largerthan-life crown and muffler that's almost a
large as a golf-cart. I'm not sure if he can do
any work since he's a little too large to fit
under a car.
From mufflers to tombstones, we travel to
Petersburg to an odd house. The Tombstone House, constructed in 1934, is made
out of 2,220 Union Army tombstones. The
soldiers died during the siege of Petersburg.
While the exact birth of the home is still up
in the air, the most supported theory to its
creation comes with the town trying to save
on maintenance costs and cutting the
stones in half, selling them to the home's architect, Oswald Young. Only if those walls
could talk, we'd know.
Now time for another stop in Natural
Bridge with our friend Mark Cline, the
fiberglass fanatic. One of Cline's latest attractions in his homeland is Foamhenge,
the fiberglass version of Stonehenge. Cline
told roaasideamerica.com that hell always
be there to "babysit" his rare creation,
which, according to the designer, is the only
replica in the states.
Let's end down in my neck of the woods
and a little south of Foamhenge: Roanoke.
Aside fiom the magnificence of the Mill
Mountain Star in the Star City, there lies the
Coffee Pot restaurant, a nightclub and barbeque grill. It's an old log nouse from the
Depression Era, and claims the title of the
"oldest roadhouse" in Roanoke. There
stands a large red-painted coffee pot protruding from its top. I'm not sure it you can
get decaf and regular, but either choice is
worth a try at this historic oddity.
See, it's more than just love in Virginia.
There's much more. And these odd roadside attractions are iust the starting point. I
didn't even cover tne Yogi Bear statute in
Luray, or Midland's famous corncob shaped
silo. What about the giant apple on a stick
down in Thaxton? And who could forget
the giant pitcher in Lynchburg?
All of these locations are more than just a
few words on a page. They define creativity. You might not see it in a museum ever
or even dare think of putting a historical
marker out of in front But these places help
define a location and a person's interesting
taste that might not suffice our pallets.
Maybe a tad more than fruitcake.
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Sleep Out Held Behind Lankford for Awareness
MEAGAN BURKETT

Business Manager
O n Fit, Nov. 9, Phi Beta Sigma, a
black social fraternity on campus, and
the Residential and Commuter Life
(RCL) Advisory Board co-sponsored
'Sleep Out for tne Homeless as a part
of International Hunger and Homelessness Week The event took place
on Stubbs Lawn from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
The objective of the event was to live
in a box for the night and raise awareness for homelessness.
During the event, there was a contest, a guest speaker, and a soup
kitchen. There was also a reflection
period, readings, and a showing of
The Pursuit ofHappyness." The contest consisted of three categories for
building the best box The categories
were the most creative, the sturdiest,
and the most resourceful. The soup
kitchen, which was held on Stubbs
Lawn, consisted of soup, crackers, and
water donated by ARAMARK
During the reflection period, participants were asked what they learned
about homelessness and what they
plan to do with homelessness in the
future. The readings were done by
members of Lambda Pi Eta and Alpha
Phi Omega. Hie readings were poems
about people's accounts of homelessness.
Charles Fitzgerald was the guest
speaker. Fitzgerald spoke about ms experience of being homeless. To cover
Fitzgerald's expenses, RCL Advisory
Board gave him a $50 American Ex-

press Card and gave his organization,
unbrace, a $100 honorarium.
Embrace is a non-profit organization
in Richmond that hasfiveprograms to
help people in the community. There
is a community development program, a restorative employment program, and a community leadership
development program Also, Embrace
has short-term urban missions and
gives urban ministry training workshops.
Fitzgerald is one of Embrace's most
active members. He used drugs and
alcohol for over 33 years ana now
helps others who have similar experiences.
Originally, Phi Beta Sigma and the
RCL Advisory Board were doing separate events. Phi Beta Sigma was putting on the 'sleep out* and the RCL
Advisory Board was putting on 'A
Night Without a Home.' When RCL
Aovisory Board found out Phi Beta
Sigma was holding the event, RCL Advisory Board Secretary Brittany
Browne said the advisory board
wanted to work with the fraternity to
have a large-scale on-campus project
The RCL Advisory Board wanted to
host the event during the spring, but
then talked with Jen Rentschler, the
assistant director of leadership and
civic engagement and the office for
volunteer and service-learning, who
organizes many of the Hunger and
Homelessness Week events. She assisted with the coordination of the
RCL Advisory Board and Phi Beta
Sigma for the event
Although Alpha Phi Omega and

A child dies from hunger or a preventable disease every ¡L9 seconds.
Lambda Pi Eta Were not sponsors, sleeping in cardboard boxes, we're still
they were both involved. Sarah Clark not going to know what its like to be
of Alpha Phi Omegai said they came homeless, so it's just to give people a
early
•ly to set up ana
an<f he"
helped dean up. taste." He also said that even if there is
Alpna Phi Omega and Lambda Pi Eta only one or two people sleeping outside, people walking by will take noalso took part in the night's readings.
"Sleep Out for the Homeless" is a na- tice.
About 40 people participated in the
tional program of Phi Beta Sigmas.
This is the first year they have held the "Sleep Out for the Homeless' event
event at Longwood University, but and 20 people slept outside overnight
other chapters have been putting on in their makeshift cardboard boxes.
this event at their schools where rood, Browne hopes that the event will be a
clothes, and other items are collected much larger, annual program and beto be donated to food banks and shel - come a campus-wiae program like
Relay for Life.
ters.
President Ernest Elliott of Phi Beta
Sigma said, "Even though we are

Faces of Homelessness Speakers* Bureau
TAMIKA SAYLES

Asst. Ads Manager
It's a wintery night in
Washington, D.C. Tired and
famished from a long day at
work, you decide to take a
shortcut through the park
Although you are covered
from head to toe, you feel a
lingering numbness in your
hands. As you reach in your
pocket to pull out your
gloves, the piercing cold
weather cuts througn your
body, starving it of warmth.
Your mind wanders aimlessly and you began to
imagine the warmth and security that home has to
offer. Suddenly you hear a
cough behind you. You turn
to look in the direction of
the cough and you are
shocked to find out that a
woman and her child are
both sleeping on a bench.
According to The National
Coalition tor the Homeless
(NCH) website, the fastest
growing group of homeless
individuals is women with
children. Together, they
make up nearly 40 percent
of all homeless people. The
main cause of homelessness
is the lack of affordable

housing. In addition, causes
such as domestic abuse,
youth homelessness, and
natural disasters are also on
the rise.
Organizations such as the
NCH fight to dispel stereotypes about the homeless by
creating opportunities for
members of the homeless
community to advocate.
The Faces of Homelessness
Speakers'
Bureau
was
founded in 2009, accordin
to the NCH website, an
has since presented "390
presentations, speaking to
over 20,500 j>eople from
over 40 states.
At Longwood University,
members of the Bureau
came and recounted personal stories and shea insight into hunger awareness.
Tne event kicxed off Longwood's Hunger and Homelessness Awareness Week.
Assistant Director for Leadership and Civic Engagement Jen Rentschler said,
"When I was an undererad
at Appalachian State University we used to have a
hunger and homeless week
... so I found a few students
who said that they would
like to help me and we
started planning different

events." This year marked
the third annual Hunger
and Homelessness Awareness Week.
At the event each speaker
reflected upon the issue of
homelessness with a personal stofy. "I didn't know"
anything about homelessness, but I had to learn. I
can't take care of myself, but
there wasn't anyone to take
care of me ..'. being cold
and wet in D.C. is just about
the worst," said speaker
John Harrison.
•
Prior to becoming homeless, Harrison struggled to
pay rent and find work One
of the worst things he experienced while homeless was
the way people viewed him.
On the bus, Harrison often
experienced isolation. People would not sit beside him
due to the fact that he
looked homeless. "One of
the things we can all do if
you see a homeless person is
ask their name and how
they are doing," said Harrison.
Unlike Harrison, Penny
Callan had been homeless
for ten years and never had
to sleep on the streets.
Penny got pregnant at age
16 and lost her children to

foster care because she by voting to add the homelacked the education and less as a protective group
job skills to provide for would help them to obtain
them. Callan said, "Either I equal rights. He emphasized
was physically running the move as something that
away or I was mentally run- students could take part in
ning away." Eventually she as well. Sheptock saia, "You
Yeceived ner General Edu- have to be" proactive and
cation Development (GED) stay in your politician's ofcertificate in 1994 and went fice and reassert your deon to earn her Associate's mands." The discussion
Degree from Potomac Col- ended with several queslege in Herndon, Va. Even- tions from audience memtually she started the bers.
Dinner Program for HomeRentschler said, "The
less Women (DPHW).
thing that's most exciting
Speaker Eric Sheptock for me is that this year our
also recounted his personal attendance has tripled. At
story. Sheptock was adopted the panel we had nearly 60
at an early age and moved to people ... the feedback I've
New Jersey, where he grad- neard
leard is
is that people are just
uated from high school in
:itea. A lot of peo1987. Sheptock said, "One ple have either e-mailea me
of the things creating home- or stopped by to tell me that
lessness is capitalism. Our it was really touching and
government spends so that they enjoyed hearing
much money on Wall Street personal stories from peoand on war, but spends so ple who had been homeless on poverty and home- less."
lessness ... tne employer
For more information on
wants to pay you as little as hunger awareness, visit the
possible and the landlord NCH
website
at
wants as much as possible." http://www.nationalhomeDue to the increasing less.org/index.
amount of crimes that are
committed against members of the homeless community, Sheptock felt that

10,000 Meals Packaged at This Year's Stop Hunger Now Event
IANSHIH

Asst. News Editor
M o r e than 10,000 meals destined for an orphanage in Haiti
were packed as part of Stop Hunger
Now's Operation Sharehouse event
on Thurs., Nov. 18.The event was
held in the Lankford Student Union
Ballroom and co-sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega and Theta Chi
with the support of Longwood University's Office of Leadership &
Civic Engagement. More than 30
students were in attendance, including a handful who were not affiliatea with either sponsoring
organization, offering their energy
and support for tne charitable
event
Each meal is entirely self-contained, composed of rice, soy, dehydrated vegetables, and a mix of
spices that is high in protein and
has plenty of essential vitamins and
minerals. The only thing not included with each meal is boiling
water, which is required in order to
cook the meals. While the meals
were serious business, the process
was supposed to be enjoyable.

Troy Henson, a representative for
Stop Hunger Now and Longwood
alumnus, said that students were
there to "learn that [world hunger]
is a real issue" but that "everyone is
here to have fun."
The meals were packaged and
boxed in an assembly line process,
which was quick, effective, and efficient. Only four stations were necessary for tne meals to be ready to
go. Tne first station carefully measured each ingredient and placed

Each meal was self-contained.

them in a plastic bag; the second
station measured each bag to ensure that they contained enough
food; the third station hermetically
sealed the meals before handing
them to the fourth station, which
boxed the meals.
Every dollar goes a long way. According to Jen Rentschler, assistant
director of the Office of Leadership
& Civic Engagement, "each meal
costs only 25 cents." This means
providing10,000 meals cost only
$2,500. Prices were able to be kept
low, of course, because of the help
from volunteers.-Funds were raised
by the Office of Leadership 8c Civic
Engagement.
Tnursday marked the third consecutive year Stop Hunger Now's
Operation Sharehouse event was
held at Longwood University, and
each year 10,000 meals were packaged. The event's attendance has
steadily grown with each year. Brian
Waters of Theta Chi remarked that
the event's growth was "unbelievable." Waters added that he was extremely pleased with "how things
have progressed in the last year and
that word is getting out"
The growth of Stop Hunger Now's

Operation Sharehouse event has
translated into a shorter amount of
time needed to package all the
meals. "This year we haa to use all
tables to package," Waters said, "and
it went from two hours to package
[the year before] ... to finishing it
in less than one hour."
According to Henson, the purpose and goal of Stop Hunger Now
- is quite obvious, and that is "to stop
hunger, now." Bill Roy, a student intern at the Office of Leadership &
Civic Engagement, explained that
hunger ana homelessness "are two
things that can be stopped. The
problem is not that [there is not]
enough food or space, it's just unequally distributed and people don't
care or know how to help."
Stop Hunger Now is certainly a
stepping-stone to remedying those
ills, I>ut Roy hopes that more will be
done. "I think tnat we can definitely
set a goal for Longwood to be able
to consistently package 100,000
meals each year in ten years,"
adding, "I am hopeful that more
members of the Longwood community will help in the future, both
fiscally and physically."
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Two New Elm Trees Replace Old Tradition, Bring New
planted four new trees in front of Ruffner Hall
BRANDON PAYTON
with this donation, two of them being the new
Rotunda Reporter
elm trees.
The significance of Beale Plaza, according to
O n Tues., Nov. 23, Dr. Jim Jordan, pro- Master Plan Coordinator for Real Property
fessor of anthropology, gave a brief yet mean- Management Louise Waller, is that they
ingful dedication of the two new elm trees in "wanted it in a position that was relatively
Beale Plaza located next to the Ruffner Hall dose to the old [tree]. We felt that this was an
fountain. The two new trees are a mix of an area that really could be improved by having
these two trees placed here.
American and Chinese elm and are at
In Jordan's dedication speech, he touched on
mately ten years old, each standing 15 feet ta
The tree tney replaced was a 175-year-old how the long elm tree had been standing since
American elm that stood next to the North the university was built in 1839. How it had
Cunningham Residence Hall, and was re- seen every face of every student who had ever
attended the university pass under it each day.
moved during fall break this year.
According to Nancy Shelton, director of How it absorbed every breath of each student.
alumni relations, an alumna from the class of How it had seen the construction of Ruffner
1945 donated a total of $2,500 to the university Hall in 1839 and watched it burn down in
to be used for this project. The university 2001. How it sat there so still for 171 years and

watched Longwood University grow into
something mighty and great the way it did.
After the dedication ceremony, Jordan spoke
about being selected to reflect on the old and
new trees. It means you're doing something
that is more significant than anything you've
ever done in 32 years because anything I've
ever done before is not going to last as long as
these trees. This was my chance to touch the
future."
Traditionally, elm trees have come to symbolize the strength of will and intuition. Seeing
that the university's mission is to create citizen
leaders, the trees are meant to be a representation of the school's ideals. As the previous
elm did for 171 years before, these trees are
now capturing the lives of each student and
professor who passes them and will for a long
time to come.
. . . •.

Steam Pipe Leak Repaired in Cunninghams
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
Students living in North and
Main Cunninghams Residence
Halls were without water for a
few hours on November 18 as
a steam pipe leak was fixed in
the building.
Associate Director for Residential Operations Doug Howell said tnere was speculation
earlier in the week that something was wrong under the
harawood floor in the Main
Cunningham lobby. The floor
started to buckle and become
uneven in certain areas, he explained. Howell said both carpenters and plumbers from
Facilities Management got involved and conducted an "exploratory" investigation to see
what the problem was.
The workers discovered a
leaking steam pipe that ran
under the lobby floor and behind the service desk, where

Upon further investigation,
desk aides sit. Howell said
while the leak did not initially the maintenance workers disaffect people, it could have covered a busted hot water line
caused extensive damage to the was the cause of the leak. Due
to that, hot water was cut off to
floor.
Howell sent an e-mail to. residents in North and Main
Cunningham residents on Cunninghams at 11 a.m.
Wed., Nov. 17, informing them Thursday morning. Howell
the main entrance to the ouild- sent another e-mail to only
ing would be closed November North and Main residents in18 from 9 a.m. until at least forming them that hot water
noon to allow workers time to would be cut off for a short
cut the floor panels in order to time Thursday morning. Howfind the exact location of the ell said, "It's unfortunate to cut
leak. "We didn't know exactly off water for any building, but
where the leak was at first," said the students were very patient."
Howell. "It wasn't something He received only two comwhere you can sit at front desk plaints from all the students affected by the water outage and
and hear the water running."
He said the e-mail was sent floor work.
A few floor panels in the
because the area was what he
considered a "high-traffic" lo- lobby that were cut to show the
cation. "What we did in the in- pipe had to be replaced as did
terim was to encourage part of the floor in a storage
students to use the other room behind the desk aide
doors," said Howell. Students area. The workers also replaced
could use the usually locked a couple sections of pipe that
side doors that face Brock were busted as well.
Commons.
Howell credited the work of
JUC *lti> Hll n J .YClVYft yt.'iu
. :
iOUhJ -¿«sásmoí' 'JUT, until

the maintenance staff that
fixed the leak. "I don't ever
question the professionalism of
tnat group." He said they had to
work in an area similar to a
"crawl space" under the average home.
The dripping water did not
affect the basement of the Cunninghams because there is
nothing except dirt under the
first floor until about midway
into the building.
The work was completed
around 4 p.m. Thursday afternoon. Howell said there might
be some cosmetic changes to
the floor in the future if any
leftover moisture under the
floor affects the new wood
panels. He said so far, everything looks fine.
Howell added, "It's different
to have some of these work orders done during times of occupancy, but students were
very understanding and I appreciate that."

Longwood's Continued Off-Campus Housing Hassle
BRANDON PAYTON

Rotunda Reporter
Longwood University is one of the few
schools in Virginia that doesn't promote
students to move off-campus after their
freshman year. The university instead has
certain requirements students must meet
in order to be eligible for an off-campus
residence. Seniors with 89 or more earned
credit hours are granted automatic permission to move into off-campus housing.
Students that have earned 56-88 credit
hours can apply for off-campus housing
through an application process.
But tne eaten with the 56-88 credit hours
is that students who meet these criteria
may or may not be released to live offcampus at the university's discretion. In
the past five years, seven students who
asked to be released were not. Students
with higher credit hours and a higher
GPA have a greater chance of being accepted to live off-campus and get spots in
housing over students with lower amounts

of credit hours and lower GPAs.
At the end of a student's freshman year,
they typically have accumulated around
30 credit hours, averaging 15 hours per semester. This leaves students significantly
short of the hours the Office of Residential
and Commuter Life (RCL) requires in
order to move off campus. Even if a student takes the maximum credit hours
possible, 21 per semester, they'd still only
end up with 42 credit hours at the end of
their freshman year. This leaves students
with no other option than to live on campus in a dorm tneir sophomore year.
Other schools in the state such as Virginia Tech, James Madison University, and
Old Dominion University only require
students to be a sophomore to move offcampus (30 credit nours). Even Virginia
Commonwealth University, arguably because it's a large commuter school, allows
students to live off-campus when they are
freshmen.
Assistant Dean of Residential and Commuter Life at Longwood University Larry
Robertson said, "Longwood considers it-

Dr. Jim Jordan, professor of
anthropology, gave a
presentation November 15
at 4 p.m. in Blackweli Hall
entitled, "Where the Hell is
Farmviile,VA? The Answer
Revealed!" The event was
part of the university's
recognition of International
Education Week. Jordan
gave a personal presentation of his experiences in
being reborn Into different
cultures during his life. He
noted the benefits of
studying abroad and entrenching oneself in a new
culture. There was also a
welcome by President
Patrick Rnnegarr.

self to be a residential university. We want
to be residential-based for several reasons.
We feel it's why our retention rate is as
high as it is. Students do achieve more in
their classes if they are in university-managed housing. Until about fifteen years
ago, there wasn't anywhere to live in Farmville except for the university. Students
who live on campus become more involved. They have easier access to the li- .
brary and other university-managed
facilities if they are living on campus.
Lastly, it helps us keep our costs low."
Robertson continues his argument,
claiming that the university is "slowly seeing that schools of a similar size like
Christopher Newport, Mary Washington,
and Radford are all going the same way we
are, which is requiring students to stay on
campus their freshman and sophomore
years. In fact, other schools are moving
more towards requiring the junior year.
Mary Washington and Christopher Newport plan on by the fall of 2012 requiring
students to live on campus until their junior year. Longwood was actually doing
this long before other schools. As long as
Longwood talks about student engagement and citizen leadership, if you're not
living in university managed housing I
don't think that that connection is going
to be there that has been there."
Sophomore Robert Ham said, "I don't
know how I really feel about the school
making us wait until our junior year to
apply for off-campus housing. Part of me
just wants to move off campus and have
my own place, but I get what the school's
trying to do by making the credit requirements so high."
Angela }ackson, director of Residential
and Commuter Life, said, "The people
who want it [credit requirement] to oe less
are people who are sophomores. The people who are sophomores really don't nave
the maturity level to handle the responsibility of living off campus in their own
place. People who are younger or are at
the 56 credit mark come back to us all the
time asking to move back on campus."
In the past two years, fewer eligible students have applied for off-campus housing and chose to remain on campus. With
moving off campus there also comes the
responsibility of living independently.
Utility, Internet, grocery, and a car bill all
come with moving away from Longwood
housing. With university-managed housing, there's one bill for everything and the
other hassles aren't an issue.
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North Korea Fires Artillery
on South Korean Island
YEONPYEONG, South Korea—On TUes., Nov. 23, North Korea
launched a massive artillery bombardment on Yeonpyeong, a small cluster of South Korean islands. The attack killed at least four people, including two South Korean marines and two civilians, and an estimated
14 others were wounded Possession of the group of islands is disputed
r, they have been controlled by South
Korea for years. An estimated 200 artillery shells werefiredafter South
Korea commenced an annual defense exercise, although not immediately, according to some sources. A senior U.S. military official told the
Washington Post under conditions of anonymity that, [The North Koreans] waited for approximately four hours after the exercise was over
before they started fobbing shells." South Korea responded by scrambling
fighter jets and returning
ingnref
firefromits own artillery.
| M Showing
'
support for
the South, the U.S. sent tne aircraft carrier USS George Washington to defend the area. Both sides have technically remained at war since an
armistice in 1953.

Report Finds Serious Errors in
Gov. Privatization Plan
RICHMOND, Va.—A report released by the Joint Legislative Audit and
Review Commission (JLARC) on TUes., Nov. 23, found that Republican
Gov. Bob McDonnell's original plan to sell the states liquor business was
exaggerated by tens of millions of dollars, reported The Washington Post
In tne report, the commission said that McDonnell's math was either
overly optimistic or outright incorrect In one instance, the auditors
found that Virginia wouldearn less than half of the $160 million the
Governor expected to makefromselling wholesale licenses and as much
as $80 million lessfromselling retail licenses. Furthermore, the report
suggests that the price of liquor could actually rise under the governor's
original plan, which would nurt sales and thus result in a loss of sales tax
revenue. The report follows a defeat for McDonnell last month when he
cancelled plans for a special session of the General Assembly after not
having enough votes to privatize the state's liquor business.

U.S. Corporations Make
Record Profits in Q3
WASHINGTON - While millions of Americans are unemployed and
millions more are underemployed, American businesses made more
profits than ever before. US. corporations earned an annual profit level
of $1.659 trillion in the third quarter of this year, the highest since the
government started recording profits over 60 years ago. Indeed, corporations have been celebrating good timesforawhile now, as their profits
have expanded for seven consecutive quarters. MarketWatch.com reported banks and other publically traded companies have raised dividends for their shareholders and paid out sizeable bonuses to their
employees. Yet thesefigurescontrast with a national unemployment rate
that has hovered above nine percent for over a year. Although the rate of
layoffs in the nation has declined recently, employers have still not hired
fast enough to cut the unemployment rate. Businesses' ability to do more
with less is part of the reason behind theirrecordprofits this year.

DeLay Found Guilty on
Charges of Money Laundering
AUSTIN, Texas—Former Republican House Majority Leader Tom
DeLay was found guilty by a Texas jury of money laundering and conspiringtocommit money laundering last week For the charges of money
laundering, DeLay coula face as much as life imprisonmenttoas little as
probation, according to ABC News. DeLay is set to be sentenced on December 20 and will remainfreeuntil then. Prosecutors explained that
during his tenure DeLay attempted to bypass Texas law that prohibits
corporationsfromdonating to political campaigns. They say that the former House Majority Leader solicited moneyfromcorporations, which he
then funneled to a branch of the Republican National Committee. That
branch then dispensed the funds to at least seven legislative candidates,
which eventually helped Republicans gain control of the Texas House.
DeLay himself expressed noremorseor guilt for his wrongdoings and
told reporters, "even if I knew about the deal, the deal is legal So what's
the conspiracy?"

Gov. McDonnell Accepts Two
Deer and Turkey as Tax Tribute
RICHMOND, Va. - Each year the President of the United States has the
privilege ofpardoning a turkeyfromsuffering a "shellacking," as President
Obama put it However, in a Thanksgiving tradition that is uniquely Virginian, Gov. Bob McDonnell accepted two deer and a turkeyfromthe
Mattaponi and Pamunkey Indian tribes as a form of tax tribute. "On behalf of
stthe
the people of Virginia,
Viignia, I accept this tribute," McDonnell
I _
said, while
adding, "This is part of therichand marvelous heritage
ritagei of the common wealth of Virginia." According to The Washington Post, the tradition
dates back to the 1677 treaty between the Indian tribes and the British
monarch, where a bounty was paid to the colonial governor "at the place
of his residence, wherever it shall be" as a substitute for taxes. Todd
Schneider, the Governor's executive chief, made a special stewfromthe
two deer. Leftovers were donatedtolocal charities. Mattaponi Chief Carl
Custalow said that the Governor s acceptance of the tribute was "an honor
to the tribe."
- New» Brief* compiled by Un Shih
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AXP Suspended

Dec. 1,2010

A student writes a message on the Free
Speech Wall erected behind the Lankford
Student Union on Fri., Nov. 19. The project
was managed by Erikk Shupp and Sarah
Adams, both junior English majors. The two
specifically worked on the project for their
internship for The Dos Passos Review
under the supervision of Associate
Professor of English Mary Carroll-Hackett.
The wall was up from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
gathered the support of over 200 students,
who signed a petition for a permanent wall
to be created and placed in the existing
Free Speech Zone behind Lankford.

JI

CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

What the process would entail has not
yet been established, but Assistant Director of Student Activities and IFC Adviser Billy Boulden said, "The outline
has not yet been made... if the chapter
doesn't follow their sanctions, then
there won't be a chance to come back
August 1"
According to Boulden, AXP is not facing any criminal or civil charges at this
time. Durrett confirmed this. Their
charter was taken from the chapter
sometime between the first hearing and
the appeal hearing. Boulden said, This
was not a easy decision... there is a reason Alpha Cni Rho has been here for 30
years ... there was no other choice."
.The chapter has a history of hazing violations dating back to a similar suspension in spring 2008. Although this is
their secona alleged violation in three
years, Durrett said members have
changed significantly since two years
ago.
During this process, leadership was
changed within the fraternity as Durrett
took over to see the process be handled
the correct way. Durrett assures the fraternity has improved as they no longer
advertise on Facebook, Come get
drunk as hell on the hall for free," as
they did in 2008.
Durrett noted that AXP has sponsored
multiple blood drives as well as participating in many community service
projects. Director of the Student Union
ana Activities Susan Sullivan said, "Our
groups have to be held accountable ...
the men have responded as well as they
can to the situation."
In response to the suspension becoming public knowledge, Durrett wants to
make one thing clear, "We have no intentions of becoming a 'Zeta off-campus
problem'... we plan to follow our sanctions and look forward to the opportunity to get back on campus next year.*
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A Look into Longwood University's International Buddy Program
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
T h e International Buddy Program,
a segment of the Office of International
Affairs (OIA), under Administrative and
Program Specialist Hunter Swanson and
Student Coordinator Katie Uyak, is described by a February 2010 version of
the Multicultural Affairs page "as a gateway to American culture and the language through Longwood University
students by building lasting and rewarding friendships" ana also "a friendly way
to gain knowledge of other cultures ana
to appreciate them through the mentoring and friendship of international students visiting Longwood University^
Currently, it serves a number of international students with either J (selffunded, degree oriented) or F
(sponsored, temporary studies) visas by
pairing them with eager and helpful
members of the Longwood student
body. However, there is a basic process

for both buddy and international student before they meet.
For a Longwood student who wants to
be a buddy, there is an application that is
filled out and submitted to the OIA.
Swanson receives the application and
proceeds to allow the applicant to become involved However, due to the
pressures of the program, certain criteria were suggested online as part of the
February 2010 Buddy page. These include aslcing questions sucn as "can you
be patient andnelp the international students work through their difficulties
with the English language? Are you willing to spend at least 2 hours a week with
your international buddy? Are you willing to commit yourself to your buddy for
one semester or longer (depending on
their duration of stayf)"
From this point onward, the Longwood student waits until the exchange
student's orientation before the start of
each semester. The orientation was
shortly described by OIA Director Dr.
Robert Frank, who said, "[The Office

and the exchange students] talk about
Longwood, about American university
life, the honor system here, concerns
they have in terms of adapting and they
have to fill requirements of paperwork
and documentation that have to be
checked over by our office. We have to
maintain recoras for the government in
a program called SEVIS [Student and
Exchange Visitor Information System].
We let [the exchange students! know
who their network is ... who their support staffis."
Frank also noted the buddy program
helps them adjust with assistance
throughout the orientation week including lunches between buddies and international students. American roommates
are also acquired to live with the exchange students and these sometimes
are buddies or at least buddies' friends.
A lot of time is spent making sure orientation is "beneficial for international students." Transportation around and out of
Farmville is often a difficulty but it is
usually approached along with living

conditions.
Programs such as the international coffee hour and social events such as the
Baltimore Orioles baseball game and
many others that are designeaby the International Buddy program, cater to the
17 F visa and 16 J visa holders who come
from Chinas Anhui University and various European states.
When uieir time at Longwood is finished, the exchange students mayfillout
a satisfaction sheet that has been offered
for the past four academic years, from
2006-2007 to 2009-2010.
In any case, it serves an important place
in past Longwood policies from the university's 2006-07 learning plan to the
SACS Fifth-Year Interim Report and the
2009 - 2010 Student Affairs Strategic
Goals and Objectives. Frank said he regards the International Buddy Programs
importance as "a continuing program
that [gives] American students an opportunity to interact closely with international students."
He hopes that the number of students

coming to Longwood for a long term
stay and degrees will increase to "one
hundred or more," thus involve more
Longwood students who would need to
be buddies.
Even before such massive renovation
can take place, there are still many exchange students in the Longwood community, and coming in the immediate
future, who need assistance from a caring, generous member of their host University.
To supply this need, Uyak, a person
well-involved in the buddy program,
sent out a letter to recruit buadiesforthe
spring. Her message states, "Do you
want to learn more about other cultures?
Are you interested in working with international students? Do you want to befriend an international student and help
them adjust to American culture? If you
answered yes to these questions, tnen
consider becoming an international student buddy for spring 2011!"

ProfessorfromUniversity of Richmond Discusses Economics of Health Care Debate
EMILY BEALL

Rotunda Reporter
A lecture was held by visiting University of
Richmond economics professor Dr. Volker Grzimek, Fri., Nov. 19, who spoke on the issue of
health care. The lecture, entitled "The Health
Care Debate in America: Critical Comments
from a German Economist," shared some of
Grzimek's insight on the recent topic of the
health care reform in America and a look.
Grzimek first spoke about the private sector,
which "takes up about 13 percent of the [German] population and is very similar to the
American market. A few differences, but not
many." He also explained how a premium must
be paid for each insured person, again reinforcing that "it's a very typical health insurance market." However, the cost-for paying a premium
for each person in a family can cause the costs
of private insurance to be much more costly
than the statutory system.
The statutory system, that Grzimek coined as
more "atypical," is not similar to the American
system. The people that fall into the statutory
system are Anyone whose income is below
about 50,000 euros." However, a person whose
income is above that limit can choose which
health insurance fund they would like to be insured by.
The premiums are also different under the

statutory system as they are "a certain percentage of your yicome which causes redistribution
from tne high income to low income people,
and the premium is split between employee and
employer."
Grzimek looked at Germany's health care system and how it relates and differs from the U.S.
system. Currendy, Germany is one of the oldest
countries to have universal nealth care. The system is divided into two tiers: the private sector
and the statutory system. Grzimek explained
that statutory "means basically that the government mandates, and to a certain degree, regulates a market, whereas the funds in the market
are not under government control" The funding comes mainly from employees and employers.
Aside from the basics of the German health
care system, Grzimek also looked at some major
differences in medical practices between the
U.S. and Germany. For starters, it is much easier to become a doctor in Germany. In the U.S.
to become a doctor one must complete their undergraduate degree before entering into medical school, whereas in Germany, one must just
complete a five-year program.
However, doctors in Germany are paid significantly less than doctors in the U.S. There are
also a much larger number of doctors in Germany than in the U.S., most likely attributed to
the increased amount of schooling required for
U.S. doctors. In the U.S., "medical prices are

about 25 percent higher."
Another difference between the two countries
is nursing. "Nurses in Germany are not an academic discipline. You go through a four-year
apprenticeship ... therefore nurses are also
somewhat more limited in their use than in
America," said Grzimek.
Nurses are far more limited in Germany. Senior Gavin Teague found it interesting that "doctors are still the only ones qualified to
administer intravenous injection in Germany, a
function that has been relegated to nurses for
many years in the U.S."
Lastly Grzimek spoke a little about what he
feels is wrong with the U.S. health care system.
He believes that by being insured by employers,
this opens up the possibility for job lock, which means "you cannot switch jobs because you'll
lose insurance."
About 50 million people in the U.S. are uninsured, which Grzimek believes means they
"have lower health expectancy" He also feels
"mandatory insurance would take care of adverse selection." Grzimek spoke about an array
ofpossibilities in terms of health care in the U.S.
Sophomore Cameron Wright said, "The presentation was very informative. It is a rare occasion that you have a chance to sit down and
discuss another country's government."
Grzimek ended with saying, "Americans love
choice, and that's a good thing, that's what capitalism thrives on. Choice is important... but

the problem is choice is expensive. The more
choice you have the more price heavy power the
suppliers have. The more choice you have, the
higher the administrative costs. We need to find
a fine balance between the two."
Teague said he agreed with Grzimek's ending
sentiments. "He ended his presentation by saying that ultimately nothing will change in tne
system, until the patients and taxpayers are
cost-conscious about health ... This is an im>ortant step I believe to bring these expenses to
ight, because in the U.S, where most insured
people are covered by employer-provided programs, the role of the employer's contribution
is changing," said Teague.
Wrient also agreed with this and shared her
thoughts about rinding a solution to the current
health care problem, i hope our newly elected
members of Congress can work together and at
least try to find a solution because believe it or
not it is a problem. Many people do not realize
how big of a problem this is. I know we as young
people just want to pass by the news, but the
world is changing ana if you do not put your say
in it, it will be our generation at risk.
She said, "I personally support our administration's acts with the health care problem. Even
if we as Americans disagree about the problem,
the problem will still be there and the only way
to solve the problem is to try different things.
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Dine with the Director Notebook: Complaints of Lack of Selection and Hours of Operation
began November 19.
Students who have extra Bonus Dollars, which expire at the end of each academic semester, are also
able to donate toys to needy children in the area at
T h e most recent installment of Dine with the the Student Union Café. The program is part of a
Director,-where students are invited to discuss the local toy drive involving a competition between
operations of campus dining during a catered ARA- Chick-nl-A at Midtown Square and the local
MARK meal, took place November 22 in the Lewis YMCA in Farmville.
Room of Dorrill Dining Hall. Director of Dining
The competition is between the mascots of the
Services/ARAMARK Grant Avent and Assistant two establishments: The Chick-fil-A cow and the
Director for Operational Excellence for Dining YMCA deer, named Eddie. The latest challenge beServices/ARAMARK Brenda Ferguson headed the tween the two mascots is to see which one can coldiscussion.
lect the most toys by December 3. Eddie and the
Late Night Breakfast will be held Sua, Dec. 5 from cow will meetforthe final toy count-off at Walmart
10 p.m. until midnight Avent announced that stu- on December 3.
dents can now use their Bonus Dollars and Lancer
Avent highlighted a recent award given to an
Cash at the concession stands during basketball ARAMARK employee from one of Longwood's segames in Willett Hall This method of payment cret organizations. Princeps recognized Ferguson
COREY MORRIS

News Editor

and others recently for their hard work and dedication. "It's one of the highlights of my life," she said
during the meal "I really appreciate it"
Students discussed an array of issuesregardingthe
dining hall, but most of the discussion fell around
two main points.
Some students complained about the lack of popular food on certain days. They said it is sometimes
difficult to find something they want to eat Others
said that usually their favorite foods are offered on
the same day, such as chicken nuggets, hamburgers, and quesadillas. Avent explaineathe food menu
is on a cycle and that all he has to do is take a look
at the menu to see what can be changed.
Other students brought the issue oi D-hall hours
of operation to the table. One student said he only
has a certain time to eat dinner each day, but is not
allowed in because he comes at the end of lunch and

has already used his meal swipe for the lunch meal
period. Unless a student has a clock meal plan, they
are only allowed one swipe per each meal period.
This invoked much discussion about the possibility of changing the times of the meals, perhaps having the dinner meal begin an hour earlier. Dinner
now begins at 4 p.m. Avent and Ferguson said they
would look into the schedule and figure out the best
option of students.
Ferguson said students could expect specials for
exam week at ARAMARK locations around campus. She said such deals might include specials at
the Café and a possible Moe's Monday special all
week at Moe's Southwest Grill, in addition to each
daily special the location already offers.

Longwood's Plans for Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Announced
the day on!" and Little said that is ex- what MLK stood fro? Litde said He
actly what they are doing "Everyone described the event as encompassing
gets the day off, but we are taking the everyone, not by basing selection on
day on by doing these projects, he race or gender.
Asidefromthe service challenge,
Details for the 2011 observation said Students may sign up for the
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day service event in DorriS Dining Hall students are invited to be a part ofthe
have been announced This year, the or in Lankford Student Union Room other week-long celebrations by
coming out to the commemorative
event will be recognized again with 218.
the annual MLK Challenge on Janu- Little said the mission of the MLK speech reading, which will include
ary 17, a public speech reading Janu- service day challenge is to help local 15-25 students and will take place at
ary 19, and a special speaker in non-profit agencies through an array noon January 19 on the Lankford
Jarman Auditorium January 20.
of projects. For example, a project Student Union steps. Farmville Chief
Lozarius Little, vice president of the may involve students painting a of Police Doug Mooney and his son,
Black Student Association (BSA), is room for FACES, die local food Longwood student Clint, will open
overseeing the projectsforthe MLK bank The project will go from 9 ajn. the speech reading. The speech will
befromthe late Christopher Reeves,
service challenge this year along with to 3:30 p.m.
BSA President Jessica Snyder and
He said students would not know who became a quadriplegic after
Assistant Director of Leadership and what project they are involved in being thrown from a norse in an
Civic Engagement Jen Rentschler. until the aay of the challenge. This is equestrian competition in Viiginia in
The service committee consists of thefirstyear the BSA has been in- 1995.
Rentschler and the entire executive volved in the project, but Litde has Maggie Butler, director of disability
board of BSA.
taken part in the challenge since his resources, said the reading would be
The theme for the fourth annual freshman year at Longwood "I think focused on looking at disability in dievent is "Don't take the day off- Take it's very important simply because it's versity and other forms of discrimiCOREY MORRIS

News Editor

nation instead of simply race. "It's
very important to understand that
people are going to be different with
different abilities, but they can still be
engaged in society?*
A march led by a representative
from STEPS, a local non-profit that
provides employment opportunities
and related services to individuals
with diverse abilities, will follow the
reading.
To wrap up the week of events, First
Lady of Hampden-Sydney College,
Barbara Howard, will speak about
growing up under the partied government in South Africa. SpedalAssistant to the President ana Director
of Events & Ceremonies.
Diane Easter said Howard was
asked to speak in lieu of a panel,
which was held last year and consisted of local residents. Easter said
Howard brings an "interesting, different view" with her speech. The

speech will take place at 3:30 p.m. in
Jarman.
Last year, student volunteers recited
a speech by the late Barbara Johns,
entided"Barbara Johns Call to Ac-

Its very important
to understand that
people are going to
be different with
different abilities,
but they can still be
engaged in society"

walkout by students who protested
racial conditions at the Robert Russa
Moton High School, now a museum,
in Farmville.
The deadline to sign upforpublic
speech reading will be sometime
during the last week of classes, Buder
explained. Students may sign up by
contacting her at budermx@longwood.edu. Practice will take place
December 2 and January 18 at 5:15.
Buder asks those interested to provide a short description of themselves
and their interest in
participating as a reader. The public
reading will end around 12:45 p.m.
"Were encouraging everyone to
come out and become involved," she
said "This is important for Longwood to embrace.

don." Johns was the junior class
leader of the historic April 23,1951

Dueling with Dual Enrollment: Is it the Same Education?
THOMAS FLIPPEN

Rotunda Reporter
W i t h the economy in the shape that it is and
the push for people to nave a college-level degree,
many are looking for alternatives to the traditional
four-year university experience. Many high
schools have moved to offering dual enrollment
classes, college- level courses given in the high
school atmosphere, usually through community
colleges.
Dual enrollment has given students the opportunity to gain credit and have some of their education under their belt even before they go to a
university or college. While this may seem sensible and money-savins, there is much opposition
to students using the dual enrollment process and
questions to whether the education gained
tnrough it is sufficient.
Longwood Associate Dean of Admissions Sallie
McMullin said some questions concerning dual
enrollment include, "Are all dual enrollment students academically prepared to take college-level
courses while still in high school? Are dual enrollment students academically prepared for the
next level of college classes? Is a freshman or sophomore in high school ready for college level
work?"
Credit transfer is a big issue that some students
have experience with dual enrollment. Appomattox County graduate and Longwood sophomore
Samantha Sauers said, "My accounting class'
credit did not transfer over to Longwood. Appomattox's dual enrollment program is given
through Central Virginia Community College. In
some cases the course offered by the community
college does not match up with courses offered at

Longwood-UoivervitY, usua%gwhen used as gen*
¿raleteetive credits.; Longwood treats dual enrollment credits the same way as they treat transfer
students' credits, according to McMullin. She clarified by saying, "We do need to see the transcript
from tne college, not just the high school, to award
credit, which some students forget to send us."
Junior and former Southside Virginia Community College (SVCC) dual enrollment (DE) student Alison Kitchen said, "I feel that I was exposed
to material that is equivalent to my current Longwood classes, and it has helped me thus far. DE
classes are also a good alternative for students who
cannot afford college classes, and if taking them
knocks off a year of college, then that is one less
year of tuition to pay for."
A very positive view compared to senior
Stephanie Sluss, whose school did not offer dual
enrollment classes. Sluss said, "I had to pay for the
AP [Advanced Placement] tests (four tests at $80),
plus the stupid freshmen classes I could have
skipped, but [I] did not transfer in with credits because dual enrollment was not offered at my high
school."
McMullin posed another question for dual enrollment, "Is receiving the associate degree at the
same time they graduate from high school really
in the student's best interest?" McMullin saia,
"From a real personal experience, I had a foster
child several years ago wno had a weak average
going into her senior year. The counselor still suggested that she take dual enrollment - not because
she was prepared, but because it fit her schedule."
McMullin continued, "For students who have
excelled in high school, dual enrollment is a wonderful opportunity to experience college-leyd
courses and earn credit."
SVCC's Coordinator of Off-Campus Instruction

Shannon Feinman said, "We take extraordinary Christian Academy.
pains to make sure that all of the students who are
Feintnan addressed the concerns that students
in dual enrollment classes are ready."
may not be fully ready for college-level courses by
explaining that the acceptance into dual enrollment is a process of communication between the
school's guidance department, parents, the college
offering the courses, as well as looking at the student's placement test scores.
Feinman said all DE candidates are required to
take a placement test before entering the program.
Feinman also explained that the acceptance
process doesn't ena there: "In the first two or three
weeks, sometimes even four, if the student is really struggling doesn't seem to be able to get it,
doesn't seem to be able to focus, doesn't seem to be
able to juggle all the things that come along with
doing college level work; together, with the high
school the student is moved out of the class."
She also stressed the academic auality of DE
courses." The dual enrollment students use the
same textbooks, the dual enrollment students
meet with their instructor usually more contact
hours than is required... and then the syllabi are
looked at by our on-campus faculty members to
make sure tnat all of the material is being covered
SVCC has taken many steps to ensure that the ed- that would be covered here on campus in the same
ucation gained from DE is the same as the educa- class." Feinman explained that tne instructors
tion gained on their campus. According to their needed to have the same credentials as anyone
tri-annual study on dual enrollment in me 2006- hired as on-campus faculty.
2007 school year, SVCC served over 2,500 stuA significant percent of Longwood's incoming
dents in their program. This made the program freshman were involved in DE programs during
the largest in the state. Their partners include their freshman year. McMullin saia, "Each year
Amelia, Buckingham, Brunswick, Charlotte, [for the past several years], approximately 25 - 30
Cumberland, Dinwiddie, Greensville Halifax, percent [250-ish students], of the enrolling freshLunenburg, Mecklenburg, Nottoway and Prince man class have taken dual enrollment classes."
Edward County schools, as well as Brunswick
Academy, The Governor's School of Southside
Virginia, Kenston Forest School and New Life

"From a real personal
experience, I had a foster
child several years ago who
had a weak average going
into her senior year. The
counselor still suggested
that she take dual
enrollment - not because
she was prepared, but
because it fit her schedule."

Last Student Government Association Meeting of the Semester
and next week, and sending information over winter break to get everyone
ready. If you are interested in particiD u r i n g the 7\ies., Nov. 30 meeting pating, contact the offke or BSA as
of the Student Government Associa- soon as possible.
tion (SGA), Senator Danielle Brown
Vice President of Student Affairs Dr.
was elected to serve as SGA Secretary Tim Pierson came to the meeting to
for the spring semester. Current Sec- talk about the concerns about the reretary Brian Reid has to step down cent case of bacterial meningitis. He
due to a class conflict, although he ex- expressed that anyone who has conpressed how much he regretted hav- cerns about being in contact with
ing to do so and plans to return to the meningitis should go get the vaccine
Senate the following fall.
at the Student Health & Wellness
Jessica Snyder came to speak to the Center. See the article on the front
SGA about the Martin Luther King, page for more information.
SGA President Ben Brittain will be
Jr. (MLK) Service Day project. On
Mon., Jan. 17, the Office of Volunteer attending the last Board of Visitors
and Service-Learning and the Black meeting Tor 2010 this weekend.
Student Association (BSA) will be
SGA Historian Matt Hovey brought
hosting several service projects. They several constitutions to the meeting
are trying to get 80 participants. They to be approved. The Equestrian
will be registering people this week Team's constitution was brought last
NICOLC DALES

Editor-in-Chief

week, but needed a minor change. It
was approved this week
The Public History Club constitution was approved, although some
senators were afraid the Puolic History Club and the History Club were
too similar. One of the senators who
is a member of the History Club said
her club is focused on general history
interests, whereas the Public History
Club is more interested in things like
museums.
The constitution for the Rhetoric
and Professional Writing Club was
approved and the constitution for the
International Club was approved.
SGA Treasurer Mary Catherine
Hoyt explained the SGA has a fund
called the Educational Programming
Act (EPA) which has $15,000 set
aside each semester for educational
funding. The fall allotment was allo-

cated during the meeting for two different projects.
A total of $7,000 was allocated to
the Student Union Advisory Board,
SGA, and Lancer Productions. They
will be bringing a project to campus
that will allow individuals and groups
to make a movie and compete in a
contest, called Campus MovieFest.
More information wul be given next
semester.
Eight thousand dollars from the
EPA mnd and an additional $2,000
from the general fund was allocated
for a Black History Month event next
semester. The SGA allocated $1,000
from the general fund to Peer Health
Educators for exam week massages.
These massages are free and available
to all Longwood students. Also,
$150.87 was allocated to the Belly
Dancing Club for music, scarves, ana

y

other supplies.
Several announcements were made
at the end of the meeting. Men's basketball will be playing James Madison
University (JMU) on Wednesday at 7
i.m. and women's basketball will play
MU on Thursday at 7 p.m. The
Wednesday game will be nationally
televised. Students are also asked to
bring scarves from "The GAME" in
August and buy a drink, to receive
free popcorn. Wristbands to get in the
game (which is free for Longwood
students) will be given out at 4 p.m.
and the Lancer Lunatics will be meeting outside Curry at 5 p.m. to make
signs and eat pizza.
This was the last meeting of the semester. Check back next semester for
meetings to start up again.
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Break? What
Break?

Faculty Colloquium: 'Lost' and Masculinity

JAMIE CLIFT

SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Features Editor

Asst. Features Editor

A f ter Thanksgiving break, I'm
realizing that I need
to learn a little more
about time management. It's incredibly tough to fit
everything
you
want to do into the
five short days that
FEATURES
the break allows COLUMN
though I did manage to do it. Whenever I'm home, I feel like I'm running
around like a chicken with my head cut off
I need to spend time with my family: my
mom, my little brother, my grandparents,
my aunts and uncles, my cousins, all of
them. I want to spend time with my old
friends, which means we have to specify
dates and times that we will both be home
and available. To accomplish everything, I
always have to do lots of driving, and somewhere, I have to find time to sleep.
It's tough to relax with a full schedule.
Every second of my break was planned before it started.
Here's how my break went:
My grandparents picked me up at 2 p.m.
on Tuesday. When I got home, where my
mom and brother were waiting for me. We
talked to my grandparents for a while, and
after they left, we ordered Chinese food,
which I went to pick up. (The stuff from
home beats anything in Farmville hands
down).
Tuesday night was the only chance I had
to see my best friend, who I hadn't seen
since August. She and another friend of
ours met me at my house and we drove a
half-hour to Fredericksburg and went shopping. Then we came bade to my house,
talked and watched The Human Centipede
(which no one should EVER watch because
it is disgusting in every way and the acting
is terrible) ana Scott Pilgrim Vs. The World
(which my friends loved and I found
mediocre). They stayed until three in the
morning.
I woke up at around 8:30 a.m. on Wednesday and I picked up my little brother from
school át 11:30 ¿.in. t drove him' and my
mother to Fredericksburg for a doctor's appointment. Then I drove for about four
nours to Highland County, so we could
spend Thanksgiving with my mom's family
there. (We made stops at several places
along the way). We ended up not gettin¡
there until around 7 p.m, at night, and I ha<
a tough time staying awake. When we got
there, I unpacked the car and made cranberry sauce and lemon pie.
My Thanksgiving Day was typical. I got
up relatively early and helped my mom and
aunts prepare the meal, decorated the
house, visited with relatives, and ate a lot It
was a great day, like most thanksgivings, but
it's not really the most relaxing Holiday to
begin with (Let's face it, the entire thing is
based on food, and it's hard to relax when
you are cooking for a few dozen people and
then eating an entire week's worth of food
in one day). Dinner was scheduled for two.
We ate at three. Most of the family stayed
until aroufiU nine, eating and talking about
life. I stayed up until around eleven.
On Black Friday, I woke up at 3 a.m. and
drove for about two hours to Harrisonburg.
I shopped for the entire day and chauifeured my mom and my aunt around town.
Then we went back to Highland. We didn't
get back until after dark.
On Saturday, it was snowing; yes snowing,
when I got up. I packed everything into the
car, drank two cups of coffee, saiagoodbye
to my relatives and drove another four
hours back home. We only stopped once,
which I thought was amazing. We got home
around 5 p.m. Then we ordered pizza, decorated the Christmas tree (a nine-foot monster I carried by myself), watched TV and
listened cautiously as my little brother operated power tools in the basement. (He's
making Christmas presents.)
I didn t want to wake up on Sunday morning, but I did, and I left home at about 10:30
a.m. Of course, I forgot my keys at home
and we had to turn around. This cost us an
hour. I got back to my room around 2 p.m.,
and started on all of the work I had to do. I
hadn't done any school-related things all
week -1 hadn't had time.
Looking back, I really couldn't have done
anything differently; I probably wouldn't
change anything about my Thanksgiving
vacation. It was stressful, extremely scheduled, and pretty hectic. But, 1 got to spend
time with almost everyone I wanted to, and
I got to do all of the things I wanted By giving myself more time to relax, or attempting to fit in some homework, what would I
have had to give up?
Overall, I spent around 24 hours in a cat
in thosefiveclays, and I got around 20 hours
of sleep; probably unhealthy. But family and
friends are more important than sleep will
ever be; what Thanksgiving is really about.
I guess relaxing on vacation is overrated.

w inner of this year's Faculty Colloquium and
Assistant Professor of English and Women's and
Gender Studies Dr. David Magill took the stage in
Jeffers 133 to discuss the television series "Lost"
and its recurring themes of ethical masculinity
and wounded white manhood.
Following the introduction, Magill intertwined
plentiful slides and calculated rhetoric with focused scholarship and blatant humor. Magill
began by "interrogating the idea of natural masculine traits, showing instead that masculinity is a
social construct focused on what it lacks."
In "Lost," aspects of masculinity such as authority, heterosexuality, physical fitness, fatherhood
and violence code into male characters along with
a male centered set of ethics. Primary demonstrators of masculine aspects and ethics are the characters Sawyer, the damaged bad boy; and Jack
Shephard, the traditional and sexually active white
male.
Through Jack Shephard, themes of heroic action
and sacrifice of life are connected with ethical
manhood and a religious importance, indicted by
his last name. Over the series' course, Jack turns
from wounded white male to hero, and represents
renewed, responsible white masculinity. Both
opening and closing foreground Jack's journey as
"the show's central narrative'' progresses.
The wounded white male "in American culture"
partially represented by Jack, is restricted by corporate work, feminism, and the rising prominence of minorities; but recovers worth and
dominance with the assistance of women and
people of color. The white male is depicted in a
state of social and emotional upheaval due to factors such as absent fathers, reference John Locke's
abuse by his father and Jack's conflict with his,
that cause serious internal and external damage.
The white male characters respond to these with
various strongly expressed primal emotions. Thus
contemporary men need rejuvenation from their
"lost" state: damaged by competition and abuse.

P I

However, Magill points out that women and minorities are still subjugated by exclusive white
male direction. In Lost's subtext, Hurley can only
lead by coding from Hispanic to white. Ethnic
characters are also regularly killed off and serve
to rejuvenate white protagonists or, like Richard
Alpert, serve as ad hoc leadership. Female characters like Kate and Rousseau suffer the undermining of their leadership and communal
involvement in favor of sustaining traditionally
feminine roles. Kate, for instance, cannot be a
mother and a leader of the island group at once.

"Anxiety from cultural upheaval, political conflict, economic troubles and
international terrorism has
both further wounded white
masculinity and caused traditional narratives involving
white masculine and masculine
figures to return."
In addition, leadership by mothers is cut down
early in the island's time line; both of a lone
mother's children become dysfunctional and one
becomes an overwhelmingly evil smoke monster.
When asked about untraditional series, Magill
used slides from Gentleman's Quarterly (GQ) to
prove that the popular television series Glee" still
retained some usual gender roles. However, the
show "The Big Bang Theory" was generally believed to be untraditional in its characterizations.
Before his Colloquium, Magill discussed the
concept of ethical manhood first and wounded
white masculinity second.
Ethical manhood was defined as "a movement I
see going on right now where television shows
and websites and mass media are talking about

ways for men to be better men." Recurring into
the current period, ethical masculinity responds
to "what is equality," feminism, men's economic
losses and "the post- 9/11 revision of the world."
Alternately, wounded white masculinity connects to questions of race and manhood documented by writers from Ben Franklin and
Herman Melville to Chuck Palahniuk and David
Mamet. The associated designation of whitepostdates slavery and colonialism, eventually includes
the Irish, Southern and Eastern Europeans, and
involves notions of national identity. Being white
and masculine has been central to American selfimage and wounded by immigration, affirmative
action and women's movements. Traditionally
white masculine roles include the police, firemfen
and the president; many of these have beep challenged in both real world and fictional events.
While characters belonging to Wesley Snipes,
Dwayne Johnson, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Chinese film, and sitcoms such as "Men ofa Certain
Age" challenge or ignore cultural distinctions,
American society becomes more cosmopolitan
with the exception of largely white male Congressional and leading CEO roles.
Anxiety from cultural upheaval, political conflict, economic troubles and international terrorism has both further wounded white masculinity
and caused traditional narratives involving white
masculine and masculine figures to return.
As Magill finished, he discussed his excitement
when talking about cultural patterns and his
pleasure at having widened students' perceptions
of film and, hopefully, added enjoyment. Magill
thinks of wounded white masculinity "as confronting important issues of contemporary American life, but also thinks that alternative narratives
of identity can provide progressive improvements
for men and women dike.
Along with analysis of shows like "Lost," Magill
said he approaches his subjects as a fan. Magill
conducts courses on the nonhuman other, American masculinities, and gender and bodies.

Podcasts Pay Tribute to 150th Civil
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Spawned from the collaborative effort of CRT/
tanakas Christian Munson, Longwood University
Dean of the Cook-Cole College of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Chuck Ross, Associate Professor of History Dr.
David Coles and Director of Web Communications
David Hooper, a series of podcasts have been released
to commemorate the Civil War sesquicentenniaL The
podcasts, titled "That a Nation Might Live," will document the war's buildup, progression, and resolution
in weekly episodic two- to tour-i
-minüte long audio
recordings, lasting until 2015.
Since its first recording for the week of October 10,
there have been seven podcasts involving the war's
background and immediate causes along with events
such as the Raid on Harpers Ferry and Lincoln's Election.
Mutually thought up by Ross and Munson, the podcasts unite the former's desire-to observe the Civil
War's 150th anniversary and the latter's idea to utilize
a podcast format Because of his expertise in Civil War
History, Coles was brought in to assist Ross as the project's co-host Coles, in turn, recruited honors history
major Alyssa Foley as part of what she said was "a
Sprint)»
one-credit internship under the direction of Dr.
Coles." Alyssa further described her involvement as
having "researched topics, created outlines, and found
Get the best of both networks. Increase your
related pictures for each episode." As Ross described
productivity on the nationwide Sprint 3G network
it he would take the information supplied by Alyssa
and write "the narrative to go along with [the podcast
now. Be ready for 4G when traveling to a 4G service
episode]."
area or when 4G service is available in your area.
In Foley's footsteps, Ross would like to see students
Get it on the Now Network."
take over the podcasts' production completely, a job
Otters for students of Longwood.
currently held by Hooper and still in experimental
stages. Understandably, Hooper's involvement has
been crucial as he understands "a very special kind of
software with very specialized podcast recording
99
equipment" In particular, Hooper has edited out
$99.
(ft.
OwOHW^aGMGMUi*
reading mistakes and used the music software
HoÊgM ty Saw MMbn
GarageBand for audio recording.
Ross expressed excitement with the coming events
3UtaOommetan»m
of
next year and told of interest from both in-state and
(itout-of state sources, including John Tyler Community College. However, he once again expressed great
interest inhaving students be involved and wished for
untm*
the podcasts' research potential to outlast its sesquicentennial focus.
aOMOlMBMOU
b»l
Reminding of what kind of undertaking the podn
i
casts have been, Ross said, "[The podcasts are] alittle
ftmrrmn twirvrrm >M »1
daunting because it takes work to do these things.
We're looking at four-and-a-half years of dclng it
MmiwMMlMta^lM*?
fono your O or pw t*jb snd mmrnon ttm cod*:
WMf wwMprtitooffl^MKttoKtf Oar mow Motwn0onl
Corporate V GtiKUOJJLÍ
We've bit on a big chunk of our time to [create
this...and so] I think itH be worth it"
The podcast series can be found at http://civilwarl50.1o
also titled
its Twitter: http
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The Great American Smokeout at Longwood University
MATTHEW MCPARTLAND

Rotunda Reporter
T h e 35th Great American Smokeout took place Thurs., Nov. 18. The
Great American Smokeout is a day
where smokers can plan to quit or quit
that day.
According to the cancer.org website,
The Great American Smokeout was established in November 1977 by the
American Cancer Society. It was devolved in an effort to spread the knowledge of the hazards of smoking, and to
show the hardships of trying to quit As
a result of these anti-tobacco groups
like The Great American Smokeout,
landmarks have been made against
second-hand smoke, such as the banning of smoking in public places and
work areas.
Recently in 200? "The Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control
Act" went into law, giving the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) the
power to regulate the sales, manufacturing, and marketing of tobacco products. It also protects children from
tobacco industry's marketing that
seems unfit An estimated 46 million
adults smoke in the United States, and
about half of them will die prematurely
from smoking. Lung cancer is the leading killer in men and women of cancer
deaths, and more than 80 percent of

lung cancer is thought to come from
smoking.
Sasha Gregory is the Wellness Coordinator for Longwood University, and
began being a wellness advocate when
she was a student at Longwood in
2002. Gregory said, "Eight often Longwood students do not smoke."
On the Great American Smokeout,
Gregory provided student with statistics ana tips for quitting.
"Smoking causes one in five deaths
each year."
"Second-hand smoke contains over
4,000 chemical compounds that are
classified as a Group A Carcinogen
(Carcinogens are cancer-causing
agents)."
An estimated 35,000 to 40,000 nonsmokers a year die from second-hand
smoke."
"Cigarettes kill more Americans than
alcohol, car accidents, suicide, AIDS,
homicide, and illegal drugs combined."
"Smoking cessation decreases the risk
of lung cancer, other cancers, heart attack, stroke, and chronic lung disease."
When quitting there are basic strategies such as staying positive, picture
success, taking a breather, and working
out. Within 20 minutes of quitting, the
body already goes througn changes.
Blood pressure drops to normal, pulse
rate drops to normal, and temperature
of hands and feet increase to normal.

said, "My personal belief is that it is a
choice, a personal choice, to decide to
smoke, that's your opinion." The-antitobacco groups are here to inform people of the dangers and to help tnem
make an important choice. The risks of
smoking are real, and the decision to
continue
to smoke or not can change
1
f
J K i your life.
Junior Perry Bason lives a smoke-free
fcsT
life. He has friends that smoke and he
respects their choice, but also expects
them to respect his choice. Bason said,
"My friends realize not to smoke
around me, I do not judge them, but I
. v." .
1
tell them the risks and how I am look« e
ing out for my health." Bason said that
he appreciates the smoking huts and
how the school is working towards a
healthier environment for students.
For more information on quitting
and to get help there is QUIT NOW
The vahealth.org website provides information on QUIT NOW. QUIT
NOW is funded by Virginia DepartStudents had the opportunity to start quitting smoking with a table in D-Hall Nov. 18.
ment of Health Tobacco Use Control
Changes continue for years. Within of coronary heart disease is that of a Project People can call 24 hours a day
five years, the lung cancer death rate non-smoker.
ana seven aays a week. They provide
Longwood has a policy where smok- counseling for people who are looking
for an average former smoker decreases by nearly half. A risk for a ing is only allowed in designated for help in trying to quit smoking.
stroke is reduced to that of a non- smoking huts around the campus in at- Callers can receive mailed Self-help
smoker 5-15 years after quitting. The tempt to prevent second-hand smoke. material and information. If you are inrisk of cancer in the mouth, throat, and Having this policy is an effort to help terested in learning more about the
esophagus is half that of a person who student's health. Senior Jessi Miller, the help available for smokers planning to
smokes. In 15 years of quitting the risk office assistant in the Wellness Center, quit call 1-800-QUIT NOW.

Fitness Corner: New and Old Opportunities at LIPs Fitness Center
CHRISTOPHER TOBEY

Rotunda Reporter
A s the semester winds down I, like most students, am looking back and trying to figure out
where the time went. I am starting to regret procrastinating on some semester long assignments,
and I am especially regretting not taking advantage of many of the opportunities Campus Recreation offer at the Fitness Center.
Luckily the new semester will be bringing even
more options to Longwood's gym rats. New
classes, an extensive wellness fair, and even prizes
and giveaways are all things LU students and gym
members can look forward to next semester.
"We are going to be^offering a new line irn of
daspe$ including as many as four &umba clashesin 'addition - to tweaking ' Our current fitness
classes," said Fitness Coordinator for Campus
Recreation Kelly Oddy. "We try to create our
class schedule based on requests and fitness
trends. Zumba was one that we have had a lot of
people asking about It should be a lot of fun."
Zumba will join some of there other requested
classes like Water Aerobics, Yoga, Core & More
and Spinning, which haVe all become student favorites. In total they will be offering approxi-

ranging from water bottles to trips for two
throughout the United States. Students can sign
up for the ACIS Rewards Program and earn credits for working out.
With eight credits you will earn a water bottle.
Twenty and 30 credits will earn you a backpack
The Fitness Center offers competitively priced and T-shirt respectively. First Prize is 1 of 10
personal training packages. Ranging from four Schwinn Bikes and the Grand Prize is a four-day,
to 18 one-hour sessions, there are packages for all three-night trip for two anywhere in the country.
types of budgets and fitness levels. Each one To enter the sweepstakes for the First and Grand
comes with a fitness assessment that will meas- Prizes, you don't even have to log any gym hours,
ure your resting heart rate, blood pressure, body so you nave nothing to lose by just stopping in
fat composition, flexibility and cardiovascular ana registering
and muscular endurance.
"This program is awesome," said Oddy. "It al"A personal trainer wjH c r e a t e fitness plan lows us t
based on your assessmerlKfln^M^sjgM^' ^WkWwantivated'
Oddy. ("What a great ,h]§p|lg>y-llifeugfl with" earn a credit for ¡
a New Year resolution. Aifnfyou don't like going tramural sports game. We've already been able to
to the gym by yourself we've got buddy packs too. give away some prizes."
The Fitness Center will also kick off next seYou can go through your sessions with a friend
mester with their Realistic Resolution Wellness
and save a little on the cost as well!"
As if the simple reward of increasing your health Fair. Its goal is to encourage and support students
level wasn't enough, getting back into the gym with any healthy New Year's Resolution they may
have set for themselves. There will be more than
can earn you some free prizes.
Througn next semester the gym, in association 25 vendors offering everything from blood preswith American Collegiate Intramural Sports sure and heart rate screenings, information about
(ACIS) will be giving Longwood students prizes stress management and nealthy eating, and
mately 20 classes next semester, so there will be
plenty of variety for anyone who gets bored of repeating workouts.
What about for those who need to get back into
the gym?

guides to help you get back in shape or kick an
nicotine addiction. The Wellness fair will be from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Wed., January 26 during the
first full week of classes next semester.
"New Year's Resolution time seemed like a great
time to stress our goal, which is to target all dimensions of wellness, not justfitness,"said Oddy.
"We offer ways to help with stress management,
healthy sleeping, healthy eating and even grade
improvement in addition to our more traditional
fitness plans. It's important to start good habits
now to prevent many medical problems later in
life."
With exams fast approaching, it might be easy
to slack off on your fitness plan at the end of the
semester but exercise is one of the best ways to
manage stress. As lone as you plan your workouts well it can actually increase your energy
level
So if you haven't tapped into the Fitness Center
yet, there has never been a better time to start A
few tips from Oddy can help you get back into, or
start a new fitness plan:
" . . . Start slow, set attainable goals, don't be afraid
to ask for help, and remember you CAN take a
day o f f

Graduating Seniors and the Job Market
Ville

if you provide a happy medium for your
friend.
When people come to you with issues or
"T
problems with their significant other it's
1 am glad that I
easy to want to tell them what you think,
paid so little attem
but the truth of the matter is sometimes
tion to good adTHEY JUST DONT CARE! They mayjust
vice; had I abided
want to vent and get something off their
by it I might have
chest but they may not necessarily want to
been saved from
hear your opinion. So to avoid giving out
some of my most
unwanted or unsolicited advice, the first
valuable mistakes."
thing you should say to your friend is "Do
- Edna St. Vincent
you want my opinion or do you just want
Millay
to talk?" That way you know what to do up
As someone A D V I C E C O L U M N
front and can better help your friend, if
who writes a rethey want advice, give it! But if they just
lationship advice
column you may find it hard to believe, but want a listening ear, you have got to do just
I do not like giving advice. Well, at least not that. Listen. Don't get emotionally into my friends. I end up attempting to do so volved. And don't be surprised when she
anyway, but it is not exactly my favorite stays with him after he aid that horrible
thing to do. Don't get me wrong, I love thing that made her so upset.
talking about relationships and having disAnother feet is, when people are having
cussions about life and love. The issue with problems, they sometimes don't want to
advice is it never really works to your ad- actually DO anything. True friends and
vantage when you weigh in on a friend's family members always want to fix things.
love life.
But you can't always fix things; especially
if
the friend doesn't want to do anything to
I figured I can't be the only one with this
problem, so for this week's article I've come change the situation they're in. You can
up with a few guidelines for giving your offer advice and solutions and have charts
friend advice on the matters of the heart. and graphs and it won't matter one bit! At
You've got to take a LAP! Listen/Accept, the ena of the day, people do what they
want to do and are with who they want to
and Provide.
Listen to them. Sometimes they just need be with. So stop stressing yourself with
to talk. I often talk about stuff that I want their love life and just be tne
no one's opinion on! Sometimes you just family member or mend.
need to vent and get all of your feelings out
It may take saying things out loud to really "Advice is what we [friends] ask for when
we already know the answer but wish we
see the situation clearly for yourself.
Accept the fact that they may not take didn't"
your advice. Advice is free, so what they do — Erica Jong
with it after you give it away is absolutely
and totally up to them. You cannot be Here's what you said on Facebook!
upset with your friend if they don't do ex- Should you give your friends relationship
actly what you recommended they do.
advice?
Provide options and alternatives for MS: "No cause then they never take it
diem. You cant just say stay or leave. Those when they ask u"
are the obvious choices, sometimes it helps
TARACARR

Rotunda Reporter

BRANDON PAYTON

Rotunda Reporter
F o r the class of 2011, there's one
thing on their minds, and that's
finding employment after graduation. Tne cause of all this worry is
the economy. It's got seniors at
Longwood University, and everywhere else, wondering what they
will do with graduation coming
around the corner in six months.
U.S. employers hired seven percent fewer college graduates in
2010 than in 2009, and between
December 2007 and January 2010,
the size of the labor force fell 6.3
percent for young adults and grew
8.5 percent for workers who were
55 and older. With the rising unemployment rates, more people
are out on the job hunt
Getting a job is all about competition and with older, experienced
veterans of the work force out
there against college graduates,
there's not much of a fight they can
put up. College graduates just
aren't coming out of school with
the necessary people skills, networking abilities, experience and
hands on time in the workplace to
compete, which may create resistance from an employer who sees
this as an unnecessary training expense during a time when budgets
are extremely tight.
Being as prepared as one can be
going fresh into the job market is
tne smartest thing you can do.
Longwood's Academic and Career
Advising Center is focused on
preparing students as much as
possible. Assistant Director for
Longwood University's Career and
Academic Advising Center Kate
Morgan said, "It's a tough job mar-

ket out there right now and I think
a lot of students tend to shy away
from that it scares them. That's the
opposite of what needs to be happening. You really need to be putting yourself out there, being
aggressive, showing your initiative,
ana being motivated."

"Being as prepared as
one can be going
fresh into the joD
market is the
smartest thing you
can do. Longwood's
Academic and Career
Advising Center is
focused on preparing
students as much as
possible."
This is just what seniors at Longwood University are doing. Senior
business management major
Steven Whittaker said, "There's
definitely not as much opportunity
out there as there used tobe but its
still out there. You just have to
work harder."
Even with the odds against them,
our seniors seem to t>e [for the
most part] excited and positive to
get out in the work force and aren't
shaken or scared by the statistics.
Senior Marshall Hancock said,
"Look, we all know the job market
sucks right now. That aoesn't stop
us from graduating though. Either
way we're graduating in May and
we need to prepare for the circumstances were about to face when

we get out there. You have to stay
positive and keep looking forward."
Out of a handful of seniors here
at Longwood, none said that the
poor status of the job market has
or had affected their decision on
their major at any point. Senior
Justin Wooten said, I don't think
that it [the poor job market] is
going to hold us back as much as
people think. I mean if you have
the drive to do it you can do whatever you want. I m going to pick
my major because I like it not because of where I feel like I'm going
to be forced to work. I want to do
something I like."
going t
Lots of graduates
have to face the reality that
tnat the
tney
just can't expect to get a job in their
field of study right out of college
and for the most part it seems tnat
many students have. Alternatives
like bartending, waiting tables, and
any part-time job really seem to be
the route most students will take
for a year or two coming out of
school until they get their feet on
the ground and are ready for "the
big leagues."
Morgan said, "You have to remember though; your first job isn't
going to be your last one."
2010 economic reports show a
slow but steady increase in hiring.
The National Association of Colleges and Employers conducted a
survey in early 2010, and it showed
that employers anticipate hiring
13.5 percent more college graduates than in 2009. While this is
only an anticipation, it is still good
news for graduates nonetheless.
Most importandy, Morgan said,
"Don't give up."
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Ashley Russell: Who is 'Hoop Girl'?
SARAH SCHMADER

Layout Editor
A s h l e y Russell graduated as valedictorian of
Amelia County High School, is president of the
Belly Dancing Club, and wouldn t mind running
off and joining the circus if she was offered, but
most people just know her as "Hoop Girl."
Between her going out of town for performances and working as a Resident Technical Assistant (RTA), it's not easy to find time to sit down
with Russell. We met on a Sunday evening in the
dining hall as it started to slow down for the
night. She picked at a piece of yellow cake as I set
up my recorder and note pad.
Her hair was in a ponytail, frizzy from being
teased all weekend. Sne wore a long flowing skirt
and a fitted T-shirt, her version of every other
girl's sweatpants and hoodie. A trace of smudged,
stubborn eye makeup was still faint on the top of
her lids. Sne had just gotten back from a gig at
The Hanger 9 in Virginia Beach, where she accidentally got shoved off a 12-foot platform by another dancer, resulting in several sprained limbs.
Earlier in the night sne also had a flaming ball
break off the hoop she was spinning during her
"fire hoop" dance, landing on ner head and burning her hair. But by some act of God, she still met
with me, willing to be asked about her life.
Russell has been belly dancing for three years
and has been hooping for a year. She decided to
hoop because she found a song she liked for belly
dancing and looked it up on YouTube to find it;

among the results she found for the song there
was also a video of'a hoop dance done to the
song.
Russell said, "I was watching it and I was like,
'Oh my gosh, if I can mesmerize somebody and
make them feel like this little tinge of happiness
that I'm feeling right now, then I'm doing something amazing. A grin spread across her face as
she added, "I wanted to make people smile."
m Russell said she tries to hoop as often as she can.
"If I have free time on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
they're generally my days, especially Thursday. I'll
do it out on Wheeler Lawn. She said that several
students have approached her while she's been
hooping around campus. "I've had a few people
come up and tell me that it's really cool and I'll
stop ana talk to them."
Russell has even had some hecklers, "Some people will be like 'Dude, I can do that' so I'll be like
prove it.' I give them a hoop and they never can."
She laughed and added, "I know how to handle
hecklers."
Along with a few events that she has performed
at on campus, such as the Red Flag Awareness
Walk, "Hoop Girl" has several out-of-town performances. She said that she generally has five to
ten a month, depending on her work schedule as
an RTA. She also has to juggle the hefty course
load of an upperclassman biology major. "I've
been having one [performance] on every weekend, and usually on Fridays. Most of them have
been for raves or parties; like birthday parties and
Hat Factory type raves."

Feed the MoeMoment

Every day is Moe
Monday during
Exam Week!

Her dancing career wasn't initially very well-received by her family. Russell said, "At first my parents weren't supportive of the belly dancing
because they thought it was a lot more sexual
than it really is. It's not, and I perform a traditional form. They started to accept it."
As soon as her parents got comfortable with
belly dancing, Russell started hooping. "My par-

" Along with a few events that she
has performed at on campus, such as
the Red Flag Awareness Walk, 'Hoop
Girl' has several out-of-town performances."
ents are good with me hooping, but my dad worries that I'll skip out of college and join the circus,"
Russell looked down then laughed, "Which I really want to do." She explainedthat she won't because she knows that if she left college, she
probably wouldn't come back because sne'll be
having too much fun.
Senior Amanda Byrne, who has been Russell's
best friend for two-and-a-half years, said, "Being
friends with Ashley is interesting to say the least,
there's definitely never a dull moment." Byrne
also commented on how she admires Russeil for
hoop dancing. "I think it's great that she's so passionate about hooping and is even able to make a
living performing.'
Belly Dancing Club Adviser and Sociology Pro-

The Longwood
Look: Pixies,
Princesses, and
Pick Combs

Exam Specials

BONUS DOLLARS
& LANCER CA$H
now accepted at

Basketball
Concessions

Lancer Café
$4.99 Combo

Personal Pan Pizza &
Medium Fountain Beverage

8 Wings for $4.99
{Regularly

AMY JACKSON AND JENNI SCHWEITZER

Rotunda Reporters

$6.99)

Java City
Late Night Specials 8 pm - 1 1 pm

Moe Monday Special
Available Daily From
Mon., Dec 6 - Fri., Dec. 10
Includes choice of Joey Bog of Donuts
or Art Vandalay, Chips, Salsa, and
Fountain Beverage for $4.99

fessor Carl Riden described Russell's development as a dancer, "I found that as a bellydancer
she began to diverge from the rest of them from
fairly early on and wanting to do things that are a
bit more individual and unique and less mainstream bellydancine in her performance, which I
always really liked ... Tnis makes her rather
unique among the bellydahcers."
Riden also added, "People maybe look at Ashley and don't realize that she's a science major,
they don't realize all of the heavy coarseload that
shes taking while she's training and doing this
kind of performance."
The hardest question of all for "Hoop Girl" to
answer was if sne planned to do this as a career.
She hesitated then said, "It's hard to say" Russell
explained how she'd like to do it as a career, but
that it's all about demand. Right now how things
are going money-wise, most people can't afford
to hire entertainment "so thars one of the things
they skimp on."
Russell said that regardless of the low demand,
she doesn't know if she could do it as her career.
"I like doing it as a side thing, and I'm perfectly
fine with it on the side because if I did it every
night I'd probably die," she laughed.
As the dining hall workers started to clean the
tables around us, I asked Russell if there's anything else she'd like the campus to know. She just
shrugged and smiled. "I welcome anybody to
come out and hoop with me." As I started to pack
up my things she added, "Oh! And friend me on
Facebook!"

Java la open until
Midnight
Mon.. Dec. 6 A Tufa.. Dec. 7

I

G O

$4.99 Colnbo

Italian Sub & Medium Coffee

$2.99 Combo
M e d i u m Coffee

& Cookies

Bonus Dollars, Credit Cards, Cash and Lancer Ca$h Accepted at all Dininq Locations

'Wake Up Lancers'

Unity Alliance Hour of Silence

SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
If anyone has paid attention to the campus between this year and
last, then they have noticed the small coffee and tea stands that appear some cold mornings on Brock Commons or facing Grainger
and Ruffner. Students may have gotten free coffee from the stand
beside the fountain that appeareaaround the time midterms were
happening and the weather started to change. Though definitely
a larger presence last year, they still pop up to serve students and
faculty alike.
However, the importance of these stands is somewhat murky for
the common recipient and the powers on high say "let this be
known* or something along those lines. Now, it is time to set die
record straight about this intermittent distribution of every college
student's favorite caffeinated beverage.
The stands were reported on earlier last year by Jordan Miles in
The Real Life Longwood In an October 26,2009 installment tided
"Episode 6: Manic Mondayf Miles said he worked with "students,
faculty, and staff at the 'Wake Up Lancers' event from 8 a.m. until
about 9:15 a.m.," as they gave out coffee and hot chocolate to
passersby.
Miles also reported that the "Wake Up Lancers" program was
part of Student Success, described on Longwood's website as "a
major initiative at Longwood to increase institutional performance
in the areas of student retention and graduation rates. Consisting
of "several vital services... [mosdy to assist] students as they transition from high school or other institutions to Longwood ... and
progress toward graduation," Student Success operates First Year
Experience, the Learning Center, the Academic and Career Advising Center, Student-Athlete Academic Support Services, and Disability Support Services.
'Wake Up Lancers' also appeared as a twice-a-month venue in
the May 28,2009 Longwood University Marketing under Objective
Two continuing Longwood and CRT/tanaka'i joint program "Discover the Power in Km." The passage relating directly to Wake Up
Lancers states "Offer free coffee ana perhaps a free signature specialty drink: the Giddyap - two shots espresso, hot water, pinch of
cinnamon. Hand out oatmeal bars, too.
Other organizations have begun to take this idea and run with it
As part of Its outreach, Campus ministry Chi Alpha has also taken
up coffee offering..
Whether or not these programs will return as the late fall and
winter drag on is uncertain, bul
but it is clear that they made an impact
if only by uie fact that this they are documented, in college, money
is rare, nothing is cheap and caffeine is manna in the desert With
that being said, many see the idea of free coffee at 9 a.m. as nothing less than god sent If die economic situation, of which everyone
• SWgre» does not abate, many may consider it wise for the pro| based on its wide impact and simple idea.

Photo By: Matt Often

Unity Alliance (UA) concluded their "Transgender Awareness Week" with the
Hour of Silence on Friday evening. The event was on November 19 at 5 p.m.
behind the Student Union. UA President Adena Dannouf read of the names of
victims of violence due to their sexual orientation or gender identity. All of
the victims honored had committed suicide or been murdered due to the issues that the "Transgender Awareness Week" worked to raise awareness
about

I f , a dilemma that every Longwood lady
faces mid-semester. Should you wait until you
;o home to get your hair cut, or brave the saons in Farmville? In recent years, a few new
places have opened their doors to style-sawy
citizens of the area. W/jxe/whsuUed an expert
panel of judges (our friepds), and here are the
wKdfcts; o t 5 i s i s n n i c Y J E T U 5 I T + (
The Great Escape. This 'spalon' features aA
impressive repertoire of luxury treatments,
from pedicures to perms. If you re looking for
a lovely gift, they have spa day certificates, and
Jenni's roommate once got a bold pixie cut
there. However, it was hard for her to style it,
and it can be expensive if all you need is a trim.
It's across the street from Macado's for a complete beauty experience.
TheHighlif'
The
Highlight Zone (formerly known as Total
Image) sits right outside Midtown Square on
Fourth Street. We've not personally been there,
but two beautiful women with fabulous hair
both recommended it to us independendy of
each other. It's a small shop, so make sure you
call ahead to see if anyone is available, and if
you walk in, you may nave to wait.
The Outer You probably gets a lot of Longwood patronage solely based on their primo location. It's in the same building as Moe's, for
those ofyou that never venture outside of your
rooms. This salon employs a decent number of
stylists, so Amy had no problem walking in.
They were fast and efficient, as well as accommodating to the style that you desire. It would
be helpful to specify what technique you would
like your hair to be cut with, if you are familiar
with it. Otherwise you could end up with
something that isn't quite what you are used to
as a result of the wide variety of methods they
use. Like the Highlight Zone, the Outer You
charges a middle of the road sort of price. For
specific pricing, you can pop in and grab a
brochure.
Raffles is a skinny corridor of a shop in the
Walmart shopping center, to the left of CATO
and the right of the Dollar Tree. It was recommended to us by one of our very stylish friends
(Moe) and we tried it on for size. It is the most
economical option of these four, and the staff
was warm and friendly. Despite the extreme
difference in our hair types tney were able to
edge up Amy's bob and successfully layer
Jenni's lengthy curls. They also offer a wide selection of salon brand hair care products.
Hopefully your previous life experience has
educated you on what sort of cut and style
makes your hair look its best. Knowing the
lingo can help streamline the salon visit. If you
don't know, you could call your hometown stylist and ask or hit up Google. We typically ask
for a dry cut and often this will reduce the total
cost and time. This meahs that they don't
shampoo or style it, but we like to style our new
cuts ourselves anyway. Another usefiil tip is to
look for and request a stylist that has a similar
hair type to yours. If you like his or her hair,
chances are that your new style will have that
flair. Also, if a trusted friend recommends a
salon to you, go for it!
Anywhere we missed? Let us know at
http://longwoodlook. blogspot .com.
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Black Friday From the Other Side of the Sales Counter
She also says I might have to work Black
Friday, but I figured they would change
their mind when they found out I had
never worked a retail job before.
I get to the department store on
Wednesday and wait in the lobby of Customer Service for my interview. About 15
minutes go by, and then the manager
comes out She brings me in, and says tnat
I will not be doing an interview, that I was
automatically hired. She sits me down and
I startfillingout the paperwork. Another
woman comes in to pull together my
schedule. She sits down with me, and asks
if I can open on Friday. Let's just say me
opening on Friday means I would have to
wake up at 1:45 am. to get there on time.
I need the job, though. I need to save
money. So I smile and tell her no problem.
She asks me how late I want to work, and I
tell her I don't care. She looks at other people's schedules, and asks me if I would be
okay with a 12-hour shift. I remind her I've
never workedretailbefore, and she tells me
I will be fine.
I finish the paperwork, and she tells
me I can leave. Yep, you read right. It's
Wednesday afternoon, and I work on Friday mornine, opening shift. They were
closed for Thanksgiving so that gives no
training time. Lucidly, another one of my

NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

Last week I
wrote my editorial
about getting a
part-time job. I decided to take my
own advice and I
went job hunting
mvself. I applied at
a bunch of places, EDITORIAL
and on Tuesday
afternoon, (the last day of classes before
Thanksgiving break) I got callsfromtwo of
the places. After calling my mom to talk
over the decisions, (the automatic call I
make anytime I have to make a decision) I
decided to accept the interview at a local
department store, which shall remain
nameless for the sake of this editorial
I decide to go to my 2 p.m political science class, even though I mow no matter
what I do before class it will still take me
over an hour to get ready after class—I take
a really long time to pack. So I get back to
my dorm at 3:30 and naturally I finally
leave school about 5 p.m. I live in Northern Virginia, so I had a good three-and-ahalf hour car ride.
I get a text from one of my brother's
friends, who has worked at this department with me around the store just to show me
store for about six years. I have really bad where all the departments were (it is a twoservice on parts of Route 15, so I am having story building) and she taught me some of
trouble getting the text to go through or the basics I needed to know.
nv callto
go through. Ifinallystop
getting my
(
I go home still not having a clue what
na get in contact witn her. exactly I am supposed to do when I get to
She asks if I am free on Wednesday at 1 work on Friday. So it's super early Friday
p.m. for an interview, and I eagerly say yes. morning when I get to work. I get to the
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"She asks me how late
I want to work, and I
tell her I don't care. She
looks at other peoples
schedules, and asks me
if I would be okay with
a 12-hour shirt. I
remind her iVe never
worked retail
before, and she tells
me I will be fine."
I stand in the juniors section, just hoping to be out of tne way. The doors open,
and mainly women start sprinting in. The
first woman to come through was adorable.
She holds her hands up in the air, clutching
the ad and smiles and says, "I have no idea
where I'm going, I'm just here!" There was

fk

The Rotunda would Ilke to encourage anyone and
everyone to submit props and drops to therotundaonllneQgmall.com
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parking lot, and people are everywhere. I
had toflickmy lights to get people to get
out of my way so I could park my car in the
employee section. It was a madhouse. I get
into the building, and I go hang my coat up
and pick up the list that tells me where all
the "not" items are located We have a team
meeting; in which all we did was talk about
how crazy things were going to be.

1UO) '--yfoj; to l'ViKH

+ Hell City Sinners reforming
+ Extended library hours
+ Free hot chocolate
+ Betty
+ Radio shows
+ Energy drinks

also this mom/daughter duo, in which the
daughter was probably 30. They had a third
person with them. Tney all had this pink
shirt on that said Black Friday on the chest
about the heart and goofy names on the
back. They were alsoreallycute and sweet.
The rest of the women... not so nice. They
had the meanest faces and they raced in,
demanding anything and everything in
that advertisement.
Well, funny thing is, they didn't tell
me where all the special displays were. So
I couldn't really help people out, and they
would get maa. I had one woman freaking out about a fake Christmas tree. She
was literally standing there screaming because she couldn'tfindone. That's when I
was like "Whoa, let's back up here."
I understand the craziness and frantic stampedes at stores like Best Buy. Best
Buy sells electronics, expensive electronics. If I needed an electronic and I could
;et a computer or an iPod or a TV for the
ow Black Friday prices, I would probably
wait out in that fine too. There are substantial reasons to freak out when stuff
sells out
But I was looking around my department store at the merchandise we have to
offer, and I don't mean to bash my place,
but there really isn't anything tnat one
would not be at>le to go on without. I'm
sorry, but I do not believe your holiday
season is going to be ruined if we sell out
of the pink sweater or the gray high heels.
Which leads me to my minor point.
Why do the holidays seem to bring out the
worst in people? I know hundreds of people have saiathe
pie
said the same comment and nunareds more will say it after me. But I am so

caught up on that. I encountered some of
the rudest people ever while bagging at the
cash registers. I know the holidays
todaysi can be
stressful because they are expensive, but if
you cannot afford $300 wortn of merchandise then don't buy it
My major point is that you need to be
nice. While you are doing your holiday
shopping, be nice to the people who wore
there. It is a pain in the butt to constantly go
around after people andrefoldthe clothes
they messed up, or put things back when
they shove it on a random shelf, or throw
away the random half-eaten bananas
shoved behind some pillows. Yes, I did find
that at work.
You have no idea what that person is
going through. Maybe it's theirfirstday on
the job, and they nave not been trained.
Maybe they are paying a babysitter an absurd amount so tney can be at work. Maybe
this paycheck will determine whether or
not they can payrentthis month. Yes, some
employees are straight-up jerks, and I don't
blame you for getting annoyed with the
ones that are insufferable.
I'm talking about the ones that make
one small mistake. That cannot find the
sweater you want. That maybe does not
give the most pleasant greeting at the register. If they are out of line, thats one thing.
But if they are just having a bad day-cut
some slack. After all, it is tne holidays!
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The Top 10 Holidays Movies of All Time
MEGAN KOZICH

w 6. "A Muppet Christmas Carol" (1992)
,
.
This
1 nis movie
m o v i e turned
l u r n e u the
u i c classic
uom«. Charles
v - i « " « « Dickens tale into
— _ a loveable childrens musical.
,
«. . . .
Growing up, this was the movie to watch on Christmas. But even now, my eyes are glued to toe
screen when it comes on. There is just something so entertaining about humans interacting with
singing puppets.

Rotunda Show Co-Coordinator
A great movie doesn't have to be a classic
and it doesn't have to be a movie that you watch
over and over again. It just has to be a movie that
touches you the minute you watch it and then
sticks with you from that moment on. With that
said, here are my picks for the 10 greatest
Christmas movies of all time:

Memorable Quote:
Gonzo: "I am here to tell the story?
Rizzo: "And I am here for the food."

-w

11. "It's a Wonderful Life" (1946)

^ ^ J V n angel helps a broken-down man on ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Christmas Eve who has lost sight of how lucky
he really is by showing him what the world would
have been liKe if he never existed.
. , . .
Mv dad and I watch this movie every Christmas Eve, so naturally it has a special, nostalgic place
in mv heart. But not only does this movie contain brilliant performances and memorable scenes, its
storyline and vibe have allowed it to stand the test of time. This movie is guaranteed to be remembered forever and be a favorite Christmas movie for years to come.
Memorable Quote:
.
" u
._„
George: "Help me Clarence, please! Please! I wanna live again. I wanna live again.
• 2. "A Christmas Story" (1983)
.
Ralphie has to convince his parents, teachers, and Santa that a Red Ryder BB gun really is the
perfect gift for Christmas.
Inhere is absolutely nothing spectacular about this movie, which is exactly what makes it so p a t
It is about an average
that
to »i»»v
have •»typic—
a typical -American
Chnstmas
onlv
iveraRe ifamily
amuy u
i a i •attempts
uww« w
——
——
, i . to have almost
.
, .
" - . ,
...
c n n u r»irt r»f thi« m n v i p N o t t o m e n t i o n .
everything«) vwrong Just about every person can relate to some part of this movie. Not to mention,
thanks to TOT,
" you can watch 24 hours of "A Christmas Story" on Christmas Day.
Memorable Quote:
"YouH shoot your eye out."

7- "How the Grinch Stole Christmas" (2000)
^ ^ B a s e d on the book "The Grinch" by Dr.
Seuss, the story follows a green, mean creature who despises Christmas so much that he
hatches a plan to ruin Christmas for the town of
Whoville.
>
No offense to the animated version, but tpere is
something fascinating about seeing the world of
Whoville come to life in the non-animated adaptation. If this retelling doesn't put you in the
Christmas spirit, I dont know what will!
Memorable Quote:
The Grinch: "Hate, hate, hate. Hate, hate, hate.
Double Hate. LOATHE ENTIRELY!"

Photo Courtesy: veryspecialeptsodes Ales com

8. "While You Were Sleeping" (1995)
_
.
, D . „^ ^ L u c y , a lonely Chicago subway employee has had a crush on a regular commuter, Peter for
the past three mohths. While working the Christmas shift, Lucy saves Peter after he is pushed off
the platform and onto the tracks. At the Hospital Lucy is mistaken for Peter s f i a n c ^ d m n ^ e ^ ately embraced by his family-except for Peter's brother Jack, who is not convinced that shes the real
deal.
.
.. ,
••
; — - 1 - of all time. Though this
In my opinion this is one of the most underappreciated Christmas movies of s
might be considered a "chick flick," it's still a great movie and I m sticking by it
Memorable Quote:
.
. . w . »
Jerry: "You're born into a family. You do not join them like you do the Marines.

3. "A Charlie Brown Christmas" (1965)
^ ^ ^ h a r l i e Brown tries to find the true meaning of Christmas after realizing that he has lost
sight of what Christmas is all about
With animation technology having gotten so
high-tech these days, it's nice to sit down and
watch the simplest form of animation. From the
music, to the adorable way Charlie Brown and his
friends walk around, this story is sure to make you
feel warm inside.

9 "Elf* (2003)
« ^ P ^ A man raised by elves travels from the North Pole to New York City in search of his bioY o u T i í ^ o wrong with an awkward, gandy looking Will Ferrell waUcing; aiuandI NewJork
City in an elf costiime. If inythine, you'll be mildly entertained by the ridiculous lines and crazy situations Buddy die Elf gets himself into.
Photo Courtny: tvworthiralchlng.com

Memorable Quote:
Buddy: "You sit on a throne of lies!"

C h u t e Brown: 1 think there must be something wrong with me, Linus. Christmas is coming, but
" I'm not happy. I don't feel the way I'm supposed to feel."

*t^fclO."Scrooged"(1988)
^ ^ ^ T h i s film puts a modern twist on the dassic Charles Dickens tale "A Christmas Carol"
^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ H u
4."HomeAlone"(1990)
„
, .
,. .
In this version, a selfish TV executive gets haunted
»Kevin is accidentally left behind while his familyfliesto Paris for Chnstmas and is forced to de- by eccentric three spirits on Christmas Eve.
t ne
Bill Murray more then embodies "Scrooge" in
^^farimpo«^
" ' see Kevin set up all the traps smd then
this movie; the lines that come out of his mouth ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ S B ^ W ^ M
them wreak havoc on the unsuspecting burglars, it's like I'm seeing this movie for the first time all will shock you.
^^^^^HK^g&jjyHj^H
over again.
X2*
Memorable Quote:
Memorable Quote:
,
[referring to a mouse]
^^^^^^^^^
JiM^t
Kevin: "This is my house, I have to defend it
Props man: "I can't get the antlers glued to this Uttie guy. We tried Crazy Glue,
don't work."
5. "National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation" (1989)
. , . Frank Cross: "Did you try staples?"
«
^ T t h i s installment of National Lampoon's Vacation Series, Clark is detennmed to have the best
Christmas ever; however, his attempts to a perfect holiday lead to an array of disasters.
Mentions:
There is no way I can even begin to describe the brilliance of this movie (you 11 have to wateh it Honorable
"Miracle on 34th Street" (1947)
yourad?to find out). All you havTto do is say "SQUIRREL!" and I can't help but cry with laughter. "The Year Without a Santa Claus" (1974)
"Santa Claus is Coming to Town" (1970)
Memorable Quote:
"Rudolph, the Red Nosed Reindeer" (1964)
Eddie: "If that cat had nine lives it sure used em all.

•
P I ^ ^ H
S H N H ^ ^ B
»jK^^M^B
H

•¡•••¡•P^

What do the Holidays Mean to You?
'"One of my favorite things about the
holidays is spending time with family
members that you donl get to see
often. Like, my family goes to North
Carolina everyday after Christmas to
visit my dad's parents, it*s like having
twoChristmasesr
• Alexa Oswald, junior

"My favorite thing about the holiday season is spending time with my family playing games. We gettogetheron Christmas
Eve after church and just play games and
spend time together in front of the fire, ifs
just awesome!"
- Morgan Brancock, senior

The holidays mean to me a
' good timetorelax and recharge
for the spring semester, as wed
as gettingtospend time with
your family."
• Ryan Uy, junior
^My favorite part of the holidays is
watching A Christmas Story' on
Christmas Eve. I make my family
watohitwithmeeverysingieyear.lt
isnl truly Christmas until IVe seen
that movie!"
• Ashley Jones, junior

'Wed, for me, the holidays mean family.
Ifs not like I have an especially big family
or that we all live so far apart that we
donl gettosee each other often, but
Christmas is one of the guaranteed times
of the year that we wiH all be in the same
place at the same time."
- Karen Redmond, junior

'A chance to visit with family and
friends andtoenjoy the holiday
festivities."
- John Cunningham, junior

H

miy favorite part of the hokday is
when I put up the tree in my room
playing Christmas music and having
my dad downstairs decorating as
wed."
- Marie Scearce, sophomore

IMel, rm not religious in the traditional Christian sense, so the holidays are more about being with my
family and enjoying the spirit of the
season."
• Emily Brooks, freshman

i HAPPY HOLIDAYS ì

Annual Holiday Tree Lighting in Ruffher Hall

Photo By Malt Often

Holiday Gifts on a Budget
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
T h e holidays can be stressful, especially when it comes to buying gifts. Don't let the s m a j
bills in your wallet get in the way of giving loved ones a meaningful gift Here are some great
ways to share in the spirit this holiday without draining your bank account:
First of all, if you are looking for something in particular, try shopping on eBay. This online marketplace is an easy way to get great deals on a n y t h i n g y o u ^ u l d imagme. A^d e B ^
sellers typically post more during the holiday season and offer better deals, so you have a
better chance of jetting a that hard to find perfect gift.
If you are lost for an idea and short on cash, here are some easy things to pull together:
1
Personal coffee cup with gourmet coffee, tea, or hot cocoa: Try Farmville Antiques
to find an original coffee mug, or go to the Barnes & Noble Bookstore to get one that spreads
^ a n C C r ^Homemade mix with recipe included: Whether you make delicious homemade hot
cocoa, soup, cookies or whatever else, give them all the dry ingredients needed. Forccample, buy a mason jar and filled it with the sugars, flour, baking soda, wit, chocolate chips,and
anything else you use in your recipe. Ifs an easy way to create a gift for people who like to
t i3°° k ^Stationary and a nice pen: College students love to get mail This is a good way to
rive your mom a nudge to send a letter every now and then.
4
Photo album: Collect photos and put them together in an album. Give them to
friends to cherish high school memories, your parents to remember your childhood, or your
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^ T ^ lighting
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The tree, along wnn some onrei uewiauviw, www k \ k
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- to see -yet -another
E E S ' Longwood
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^ that
ws newto
President Finnegan stopped' by
happening
tothem.
them
The tradition started only fouryears ago, after a student brought the Idea to university administratore.
Dr. Jim Jondan, professor of anth^pologyTand President Patrick Finnegan both made r e m a r k s d u r i ^ t h e
lighting, discussing the tree's histor/rölt» meaning. F i n n e n said he was exerted to see another one of
Longwood's traditions take place.
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Initiative Hopes to Take
Safety Home for Holidays
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
A s yet another semester draws to a close at Longwood, many students are ready to head home.
Aside from the necessities students take home over
break, a number of organizations on campus hope
students will also take with them a list of safety tips
during the season.
The office of Residential and Commuter life, the
Longwood Real Estate Foundation, the office of Environmental, Health and Safety, campus police, and
the Longwood Safety Committee are among the organizations promoting a new seasonal safety awareness initiative entitled "Home (Safely) for the
Holidays."
The project will target Longwood students, faculty, and staff. Associate Director of Housing Operations Doug Howell said the campus-wide
program is made possible with the support of campus and community partners.
This program will kick off in the Dorrill Dining

Hall lobby on Sun., Dec. 5 during the annual late
night (midnight) breakfast, from 10 p.m. to midnight. Some 1,500 students are expected to venture
to the breakfast, and Howell saia it was a perfect
time to showcase the new initiative. "Hopefully
there will be campus-wide attention to this. Its
things you don't really think about," he said.
A special exhibit, complete with a special tree, will
showcase some seasonal safety reminders. Howell
said the tree will also offer a few door prize surprises. It will be at the tables going into D-Hall and
students will be encouraged to check out the different safety messages that spotlight everything from
safe decorating to smart holiday cooking practices.
Howell said so many incidents of food poisoning
and scolding occur during the holiday season.
Additional safety messages will be posted in the
table tents at the Dining Hall and Lancer Cafe.
"We're looking at something very simple and very
fun," said Howell. "It's just some common sense
things students can take home to their family."

t

^ V X m M n Z
b ^ ' b r u s h : Grady's BBQ sells their sauce in
' O r d e r ^ ^ e c o u n t e n a n ^ buy a basting brush^rt Wal-Mart. IK the perfect gift for a dad

w h o ! l ° V C ? S m e s : Buy wooden photo frames, and paint them to make them origin^
Decorate them and write quotes, names or memories.
,,
,
7
Cookies: Always a big hit If worse comes to worse, bake some cookies and put them
in a tin!
A little bit of thought, some creativity, and possibly a sparkly ribbon can turn something
simple into the perfect holiday gift idea. Dorft waste your money on worthless things. Creating something will mean more in the end.

r

ABC Family 25 Days of
Christmas
y mi;

ir
m

~

The Santa Clause
When: Dec. 2,7 p.m.
When Santa falls off the roof a
man's house, he has no other option then to don the outfit and save
Christmas, starring Tim Allen.
Harry Potter Marathon
When: Sat. 9 a.m. - Sun. 9 p.m.
A full day of Harry Potter, starring
Daniel Radcliff, Rupert Grint, and
Emma Watson.

1. Keep matches, lighters, and candles out of the reach of children,

Home Alone 2: Lost in Uevt York
When: Tues. Dec. 7 at 8:30 p.m.
Kevin McCallister, played by
Macaulay Culkin, takes on the big
city of New York on his own.

j 2. Avoid smoking near flammable decorations.
1 3 Make an emergency home exit plan in the event that a fire breaks out. See that each family member
j knows what to do. PRACTICE THE PLAN!
: 4 pian for safety. Remember, there is no substitute for common sense. Look for and eliminate potential
j danger spots near candles, fireplaces, tree, and/or electrical connections.

Dr. Suess's How The Grinch
Stole Christmas:
When: Dec. 1,8 p.m.
A classic tale come to life, starring
Jim Carry as the Grinch.

Photo Courtesy: ndbaoigb

General Rules for Holiday Safety
:

A

Photo Courtesysundffybnjnchdress.coni

For complete movie schedule, go to ABCtamiiy.com.
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The Advantages
of Illegal
Downloading
JACOB BIGGS

Asst. A&E Editor

A Magical Night Spent with the Trans-Siberian Orchestra
CHERYL HINTERLEITNER

Rotunda Reporter
F r o m the moment the lights began flashing at the beginning of the show,
everyone in the Richmond Coliseum knew that Christmas was coming sooner
than they expected From the moment that the audience hears the iconic voice
of James Lewis (the voice of whom has come to mean Trans-Siberian to some
fans) saying, "In an old city bar, that's never too far from the places that gather
the dreams that have been," that same audience knows that they are in for a
night of magic. The Trans-Siberian Orchestra came to Richmond, Va. on November 19 and I was in attendance at the show.
I have been to see their show the past three years. This year, I ended up sitting 14 rows from the stage. Let me just say this: the show is amazing from
ANY seat, but sitting that close to the stage gave me a new appreciation for
the lights and the fact that they do, in fact use real fire.
The show began with the fiery piece "Night Enchanted," which is firom their
newest album "Night Castle" and, in essence, the show began with a bang.
With the start of tne show, the lead guitarist, lead bassist, and chair of the
strings section were lowered on platforms from the ceiling of the coliseum
amidst spinning lights while the vocalists sang the beginning verse of an amazing song.
At the conclusion of "Night Enchanted," the band jumped into their traditional Christmas set beginning with narration by the fantastic James Lewis,
who took the audience on a journey with an angel from an old city bar to
home. "An Angel Came Down" has always been one of my favorite songs and
was the second song that the orchestra performed After the Christmas set
the band took the audience on a journey through some of their other fantastic albums and even introduced us to some songs off a new album which they
are currently working on.
The Trans-Siberian Orchestra is a band that has taken traditional classical
music and added electric guitars and other instruments to make classical music
more accessible to modern listeners. For instance, with the song "Night Cas-
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Downloading
music is fast, free an
convenient, so it
i1 î' 1
comes as no surprise
that so many music
lovers obtain their
tunes illegally. Despite
combative efforts by
the Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA), illeal downloading has
A&E
ecome increasingly
urtesy[entertainment webshots com
prevalent in recent
COLUMN
The
crowd
was
packed,
as
smoke
and
lights
made
the
show
that
more spectacular.
years. Programs such
as Limewire and Bittie," they re-did Beethoven's "Toccatta - Carpimus Noctum" and made it more
Torrent are teemin with users, and there
fun for a modern listener. This is different because before the audience would
seems to be no en in sight. However, the
have been bored by the repetition and lack of several musical instruments.
prospect of ceased downloading may only be
The Trans,-Siberian Orchestra does have one song that everyone will be able
desirable for record .companies. Contrary to
to recognize: "Wizards in Winter." This one Trans-Siberian Orchestra receives
popular belief, illegal downloading is more
the most airplay of any of their songs. Overall, this concert received a nine
Beneficial than harmful for musicians.
out of ten on a scale of one to ten, ten oeing the best concert of my life. Though
From my experience, file sharing is primaI do have to say, this was the best show that I have seen the Trans-Siberian Orrily condemned for its unfairness to musichestra perform.
cians. Critics of illegal downloading equate it
with stealing. In actuality, file sharing does
not pose a dire threat to musicians; the damages of downloading are highly exaggerated.
Musicians do not suffer from lack of album
revenue because their profits are mostly de- BROOKE JENKINS
and seemed very disappointed in Aubrey for get- wanted to try to get a job. Brandon was not happy
rived from touring and merchandise sales. Rotunda Reporter
ting pregnant and married so early. She left after about that He thought it would be best if she stayed
Profits generated from music sales pale in
Aubrey was done getting ready, because she had to home with Austin and he got a second job, but
comparison. According to Media & Culture
work too. The only people that showed up to the Aubrey was determined to get out of the house.
o
n
last
week's
episode
of
"16
8c
Pregnant"
MTV
by Richard Campbell, musicians receive a
ceremony were tnree of her friends and her Brandon thought it would be a good idea to look
standard $0.09 royalty from a $0.99 iTunes introduced viewers to Aubrey. Her parents got di- grandma.
for gold to get more money and bought an expenvorced
when
she
was
little
and
she
had
been
living
download, leaving $0.33 for il\ines and $0.57
sive gold finding kit. Aubrey went behind his back,
Brandon
and
Aubrey
still
did
not
have
jobs,
but
with
her
mom.
Aubrey
loved
to
party
and
decided
for the record company. Illegal downloading
and applied at a pizza place. She got the job and
seemed
content
with
still
going
out
and
spending
to
drop
out
of
high
school.
Then
she
met
Brandon.
affects the music industry rather than musiworked it out so that she had Austin while Brandon
money.
After
a
talk
with
Aubrey's
aunt
and
uncle,
They
aecided
to
move
in
together
and
were
thinkcians because companies reap the majority of
ing about marriage when Aubrey became pregnant. Brandon got motivated and tried harder to get a job. was working, and Brandon had Austin while she
proceeds from sales.
Brandon ended up losing his job and tney were He finally found a job working as security guard. was working. Brandon liked the fact that it worked
With little profit at stake, musicians stand to evicted. The only place tney could live was with Aubrey took a practice GED test, but failed the out so well and they could start bringing in more
gain the benefits of downloading and file Aubrey's grandma. Her grandma was not excited math part of the test. This made her upset, because money. It seemed that her idea worked better than
sharing. The primary advantage of illegal about having the baby there, and she told them they her goal is to go to college.
his.
downloading is its capacity to foster a greater had to move out before the baby was born. This
Now, Brandon and Aubrey are working hard to
With the due date came and gone, the doctor fifan base for artists, which is essential to suc- would be difficult for them because neither of them nally agreed to induce labor. After 29 hours of being get their own place, and prove they can be good
cess. Downloading presents the opportunity have jobs and they owed over $2,000 in bills.
in labor, Aubrey gave birth to Austin Carter. Bran- parents. They still have money issues, and that
for small bands to make it big by establishing
don
was very helpful with the baby until he had to seems to be their biggest struggle. Aubrey said that
Aubrey knew she was having a baby boy at the
name recognition and exposing their music. start of tne show. She decided to name him Austin go back to work. He still had some immature mo- having Austin strengthened ner and Brandon's reMusicians cannot succeed without name Carter. Brandon and Aubrey wanted to get married ments, but ended up coming around and helping lationship, which is not the case for most teen relarecognition, and downloading provides an- before the baby came, so tney went to the court- out
tionships that involve a child.
* other promotional outlet
Aubrey
hated
staying
home
all
the
time
and
her
house to get married Her mom had to work and
File snaring also increases opportunities for , did not come. Her aunt came to help her get ready, grandma wanted them out, so Aubrey decided she
income. Although downloading hinders
record sales, it facilitates the sale of concert
tickets and merchandise. It functions as a
grassroots movement by allowing listeners to
familiarize themselves with new music. People are more likely to. attend the concerts and
purchase the music of bands they recognize.
Rather than combating illegal downloading, musicians are embracing the benefits of
the internet As reported in a BBC news article entided "Musicians Upbeat about the
Net" 60 percent of artists "said they did not
think that lawsuits against song swappers
would benefit musicians and songwriters. Illegal downloading is not harmful enough to
musicians to warrant their support for law"My Push up Bra will help me get my man"
suits, which would yield little compensation
for them. Instead, many artists embrace the
•GloZell takes a ride m
internet as a form of advertisement
the card to go meet
The majority of musicians sell their music
PMRTFTAP«1(.
online and some even offer free songs. For
example, the members of Pomplamoose, an
indie band popularized through YouTUbe,
posted numerous free songs on their website
as a means of self-promotion. The internet
enables musicians to make more money
from their music rather than making it
So Your Cat Wants A Massage"
harder to protect their material from piracy.
Althougn illegal downloading is often per.¿a
ceived as detrimental to the industry, music
companies continue to thrive. The internet
-Advice Irani a pro on
plays an essential role in sustaining success
how to give the best cat
in tne music industry. Despite the availability
of free music online, digital track sales increase with each passing year and generate
substantial industry revenue. According to
2008 music statistics on wwwfutureofmusicbook.com, physical album sales dropped 14
percent between 2007 and 2008, but digital
"Very Angry Cat-FUNNY"
album sales increased by 27 percent the same
year. Increasing Internet sales compensate for
tory
Cat-FUNNY
the decline in profit from physical albums.
Despite the negative claims against down-Why dogs are a n
loading, the music industry even promotes
best tnend.
file sharing; Apple facilitates trading music
files through an iHmes program called
Home Sharing.. People whose computers are
in close proximity, such as college students,
•19 •«• • m
can literally trade entire libraries by simply
exchanging ilbnes account information. The
"MARCEL THE SHELL WITH SHOES ON"
existence of Home Sharing contradicts all
grievances against illegal downloading: it is a
simplified.version of Limewire that can
quickly transfer immense quantities of
music. How can a company like Apple pro•Adwindtlhol
mote such software if file sharing cripples the
IMhtA
music industry?
The benefits of file sharing outweigh the
w w w . f a r m v i I l e d o m i n o s .CO m .
harms, particularly for musical artists. Musicians already receive minimal royalties from
music sales, so file sharingenables them to
B e c o m e a f a n of D o m i n o ' s P i z z a - Farmville, Virginia o n
generate profit elsewhere. The music indusF a c e b o o k t o h e a r a b o u t o u r s p e c i a l s right a w a y o r j u s t c a l l
try as a whole is adapting to the prevalence
VMM Clip» and Photo» prartdod by Voulubt.com
(434)392-3000.
of illegal downloading, obtaining much of its
revenuefromonline music sales.

Latest '16 & Pregnant': Aubrey

DOMINO'S PIZZA

New sauce.

New crust.
New cheese.

Student Value Menu: Just $7.99

Large 1 topping pizza
Medium 2 topping pizza
Small 1 topping pizza & 20 oz. Coke
Any ohioken & bread
Any 2 breads

OPEN REALLY, REALLY LATE!
Mo nday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

2 AM
3 AM
1 AM

For coupons or to order ontine go to

You Tube

Videos of the
Week
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Of Lucky Number Seven Doesn't Disappoint
screams, "Fine then, go! Just go!" Ron asks
Hermione to accompany him as he leaves, but
she declines, a refusal that strikes a deep chord
SPOILER ALERT!
within Ron and sends Hermione into a listless
melancholy
KATIE REILLY
But that s not even half the plot this movie is
A&E Editor
dealing with. Enter the Deathly Hallows. Harry,
while delving into both the past and future, stumT h e seventh and final installment of Harry
bles across the 'something that Voldemort didn't
Potter, written by J.K. Rowling, hit the book
have last time." The Deathly Hallows are introstands three years ago in July, ana ever since then
duced by Mr. Lovegood, Luna's father, through a
the wait has been on. Those that followed Harry
creatively designed story, presented like paper
Potter through cinema were stoked as the longcutouts on the big screen, pulling the audience
awaited finale was announced, the date set, and at
into a very important subplot.
long last, the premiere finally in effect.
Many readers were curious as to where they
Actors Daniel Radcliffe, as Harry Potter, Rupert
would split the book, and I for one was disapGrint, as Ron Weasley, and Emma Watson, as
pointed where they decided. The final scene's
Hermione Granger, started their million-dollar
show Hermione being tortured by Bellatrix
career ten years ago as mere children. Now, with
Lestrange, as played by Helena Bonham Carter,
the final installments in the works, all three put
Dobby
talcing a knife as he transports them all
forth an amazing performance to finish out their
the safety, and Voldemort gaining the first and
long almost ten-year run, with the seventh novel
most powerful of the Deathly Hallows: the Elder
being split into two halves.
Photo Courtesy: nMc.om Wand. Overall, a pretty bleak ending for the alThe movie starts off focused on all three main
ready-dark movie to end on.
Harry, Hermione and Ron narrowly escape the Death Eaters and land on the streets of London.
characters and their current lives outside of HogTne movie, well full of important scenes,
warts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Since everyone realizes they have somehow been be- presented itself flawlessly on the big screen. The
lacked
a wider perspective, thus its low rating in
the death of Dumbledore and Harry's assignment trayed. Once safe though, all three friends realize portrayal of book was closely matched by the
the
critic
department. Because both director and
to find and destroy the Horcruxes that contain that their safety will forever be short-lived as long movie, with scenes missing here and there, but
actors
were
following the book as closely as posparts of Voldemort's soul, all three have decided as Voldemort is at large, as seen at the wedding overall everything was very well-represented.
sible, the movie lacked any real light at tne end of
to leave the safety of the school.
Not only did the movie capture the essence of
of Ron's brother when Death Eaters break
One of the more intense scenes begins the long through the protective enchantments and almost the book, out it also enhanced the characters that the tunnel and any lull to calm the heart in between intense scenes was not present. The one
movie; Harry must be removed from his child- capture Harry, Ron, and Hermione.
live between its pages. This movie greatly ex- complaint that followed me through the doors
hood home before he turns seventeen because at
Add the fact that Voldemort has infiltrated the plored the friendship and relationship between
that time the protective charms that have kept Ministry of Magic, and all seems hopelessly bleak the three friends, pushing them to their emo- was that the movie was too suspenseful and dark
Voldemort at bay will break. The members of the and very impossible. From that moment on they tional limits and pulling against their bonds of But in comparison, so the book is as dark and
Order, a group of wizards out to destroy Volde- are all three on the run and wanted, all the while love, trust, and devotion. One night Ron breaks suspenseful. This is an indication that the time
mort, decide to thicken the plot by having seven attempting to discover and destroy the danger- down from the constant stress of remaining in when Harry and Voldemort must faceoff is drawPotter's take to the air as opposed to one. What ous and very much alive Horcruxes that contain hiding and worrying about his family, yelling and ing nearer. Watch out for the second installment
of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows," comfollows is an epic in-sky battle as each fight the Voldemort's soul.
accusing Harry of leading them on fruitless and ing to theaters in July of 2011.
mass amount of Death Eaters (Voldemort's folAfter that, the intensity only grows. I found my- impossible journey; "I thought you knew what
lowers) that are waiting for them.
self perched and breathless as scene after scene you were aoing!" he yells. Harry, in a rage,
It is upon arrival at the Weasley's house that

New Coen Bros. Film: 'True Grit*
PREVIEW
JACOB BIGGS

Asst. A&E Editor
Joel and Ethan Coen, professionally known as
the; Coen Brothers, are adding another chapter to
their film legacy. The brothers write, produce and
ay<claim to many
' ns ias a team, and lay
direct their films
award-winningg movies
n
such as "Fargo" and "No
Country for Old Men." Their newest film, "True
Grit," is scheduled to premiere on December 22.
The Coen brothers seem to be fond of the Western genre lately: two of their last four films, "No
Country for Old Men" and "True Grit," are characterized by their Western setting. "True Grit"
the second film adaptation of the 1968 novel by
Charles Portis, the first of which starred John
Wayne as U.S. Marshal Rooster Cogburn.
Wayne's performance earned him the Academy
Award for Best Actor, so Jeff Bridges has big shoes
to fill in his assumption of the starring role. Being
an Academy Award-winning actor, ne certainly
has the talent.
"True Grit" depicts a young girl named Mattie
Ross who recruits U.S. MarshalCogburn to assist
in avenging her father's death. Played by Hailee
Steinfeld, Ross accompanies Cogburn on an adventure fueled by desire for justice and revenge.
Josh Brolin plays Tom Chanev, the murdering
drifter who kills Ross' father ana becomes the object of her vengeance. Matt Damon and Barry
Pepper, also play prominent roles in the film. The
combination of a talented cast, captivating plotline and experienced directors promises to deliver a praiseworthy film.
If the quality of the Coen brothers' previous
work is any indication, then "True Grit should

be among the top-rated films this winter. The siblings have an impressive track record. For example, "No Country for Old Men" won four
Academy Awards, including Best Picture and
Best Director. An adaptation of Cormack Mc Carthy's novel of the same name, the film depicts
the conflict between a hit man who loses his drug
money and the simultaneously fortunate and unfortunate fellow who finds it. The elevating tension of the story is enough to enthrall any
audience. The Coen brothers explore the concept
of fate within the film, a theme that also appears
in much of their other work.
"Fargo" is another example of the Coen brothers' filmmaking prowess. The story revolves
around a car salesman who organizes his wife's
kidnapping in an attempt to collect the ransom
money for nimself. The main character's plan is
anything but foolproof, and the film becomes
grimly comical as his situation continually worsens. "Fargo" is a dark comedy, deriving its humor
from the woes and predicaments of central characters. It won two Academy Awards out of seven
nominations, the most notable being Best Original Screenplay. The brothers set high standards
for themselves, and "True Grit" may be the next
film accumulating awards.
It is difficult to put a label on the Coen brothers' brand of filmmaking because they do not adhere to a single genre: their work ranges from
black comedy to thrilling Western anclbeyond,
testing the waters of multiple film categories.
"True Grit" appears to be a standard western, but
the Coens always have surprises in store. Keep
your eyes peeled.
Visit www.truegritmovie.com to watch the
trailer and learn more about the film.

'The Next Three Days'
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
«1
' T h e Next Three Days," a remake of the
2007 French film "Pour Elle," stars Russell
Crowe and Elizabeth Banks in an interesting
but slightly involved look at "How to Break
Your Wife Out of Prison and Flee the Country
with a Small Child in Tow."
When Lara Brenan (Banks) is imprisoned for
murder, her family is devastated and her young
son becomes emotionally distant. Believing his

"Under the direction of
'Crash's* Paul Haggis, the film's
greatest benefit, and the
greatest credit to its leads, is
the emotional detail of a
family in crisis.
wife's innocence and trying to repair their lives,
John Brenan (Crowe) nataies a detailed plot to
get his wife out of prison. Consulting a seventime prison escapee and author (Liam Neeson),
Brenan buys fake passports, falsifies medical
documents, and resorts to robbery; all to save
his wife. Though there are bumbling errors
along the way, John Brenan is able to elude detection until the last day comes.
Under the direction ot "Crash's" Paul Haggis,
thefilm'sgreatest benefit, and the greatest credit
to its leads, is the emotional detaiiof a family in
crisis. One can believe this to be a relationship

under incredible stress: not only from John to
Lara but also between John and his parents.
Though he keeps it together, John Brenan believes everyone, in one way or another, doubts
his wife ana has given up hope for her freedom.
Reality would largely support him, the court
case seems hopeless and nis family and friends
lode to prepare him for a life without her. However, even when confronted with a possible new
relationship, John is firmly devoted to his wife.
This alone would be enough for a compelling
film but regardless of everything, Russell Crowe
must be an action hero.
The viewer must admit that Crowe's skills
seem to appear out of thin air and his, by and
large, success is incredible along with many
things in this film. Employed as a community
college professor, Crowe becomes a commando
for tne love of his life. With painstaking research and planning worthy of a beautiful
mind, he does more damage tnan a military assault team while frustrating even his most competent trackers.
To be honest, it is implausible and some
would say the movie fumbles for it but no one
will say it isn't fun. The scene in which Lara
Brenan opens her door on a busy highway in
pure desperation is gratuitous, but it does not
rail to bring the message that this is an action
film.
Though "The Next Three Days" suffers from
diejarring disconnect between everyday drama
ana superhero gymnastics, it will leave some
movie-goers satisfied and others picking out
their favorite high-voltage scene.

Q Cee-Lo Green Remains Brilliant with 'The Lady Killer'
tide captures a rather ironic minor controversy.
Blake Eskin pointed out in The New Yorker that
Asst. News Editor
acts of gruesome violence and sexual abuse are
C a n pop music be avant-garde and still remain routinely featured on the front page of major
pop? Cee-Lo Green certainly makes a strong case "family newspapers that also reviewed "The
for such a possibility in his most recent album, Lady Killer." They all, however, refused to include
"The Lady Killer." Green, often referred to as sim- more than two letters - if any - of the expletive.
ply Cee-Lo, is the hauntingly soulful voice and Likely foreseen by Cee-Lo, it reflects his one-ofthe lyrical genius behind tne widely acclaimed a-kind wit and humor.
experimental Hip-Hop duo Gnarls Barkley; fa"F*** You" was officially released as a music
mous for 2006 chart-topper "Crazy." Indeed, Cee- video on August 19 via You'Itobe and immediLo is no stranger to pushing envelope when it ately went viral, gaining two million views by the
comes to the boundaries of mainstream music. week's end. The song is an emotionally bitter and
Much of his work, including "The Lady Killer," angry recount of getting dumped by an ex-girlblurs and often crosses lines that delineates gen- friend who wanted a man with more money.
res, breaks traditions, and redefines what is ac- "Yeah, I'm sorry, I can't afford a Ferrari/But that
ceptable. Take for example his new smash hit, don't mean I can't get you there," Cee-Lo comwhose title as The New York Times put it, in- plains at the gold-digging woman. The beauty of
volves "a certain crude phrase." As a side note, the the song is, of course, how delightfully uplifting
Times' decision to refer indirectly to the song's and downright humorous it is. Tne expletives are
IANSHIH

I

l

used so freely and playfully by Cee-Lo that it becomes easy to forget just exacdy what words he
is using. Paradoxically, if any other artist was to
have recorded the song it would have been a huge
risk to release, but for Cee-Lo it comes as close as
possible to be considered selling-out.
Admittedly, there is a certain amount of calculation behind the production of "The Lady
Killer." With the new album, Cee-Lo tames mucn
of the eccentricities that appear regularly in his
other works. Instead he opts for a soulful sound
in an attempt to appeal to a wider audience. Listen to the opening song "Bright Lights Bigger
City" The sound is purposefully distinct from the
rest of the album, used to draw the audience
closer. A masterfully crafted retro-dance song
that blends together the thumping base of
Michael Jacksons "Billie Jean," the swagger of The
Bee Gee's "Stayin- Alive," and a funk that is
uniquely his own, the energetic song welcomes

I

the listener to the rest of the album. If the purpose of "Bright Lights Bigger City* is to lure the
listener, then "F*** You" serves to reel them in.
Yet the first set of songs on "The Lady Killer"
belies the overall mood of the album's remainder.
The album is actually an incredible throwback to
the milkshake and soda-pop soul music of an era
long passed. No song represents the feeling better
than Old Fashioned." Remaining stylistically accurate of the simple boy-girl love theme of the
day, Cee-Lo bellows out "My loves' old fashioned/So be it, I'm set in my ways/Hush child,
just listen/Don't it sound just like the good old
days?" Therein lies the brilliance of Cee-Lo. By
the time the listener reaches "Old Fashioned
Cee-Lo has transported them from the irreverence of"F*** You to nostalgia. The complexities
of "The Lady Killer" are quite subtle, but if you
take the time to peel back the layers, the album
reveals itself to be pure auditory jov.
X
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A Disappointing Night at the American Music Awards
KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor
T h e 2010 American Music Awards
(AMAs) aired live from Los Angeles
on ABC this past Sunday night. For
me, they were a huge disappointment
this year. Not only were the nominations for great artists down, but the
ones that took away awards destroyed
any valuable image that the AMAs had
held in the past.
I attribute this opinion to the Winning Artist of the Year, but more on
that later.
The night started off with a great performance from Rihanna, who performed three of her biggest hits, "Love
the Way You Lie," "What's My Name,"
and "Only Girl (In the World)." She
rocked retro to flirty with her versatile
outfits and gave a convincing performance to a crazy crowd. Other live performances included artists like Miley
Cyrus, Katy Perry, Taylor Swift (rocking straight hair), Pink, Ke$ha, The
Black Eyed Peas, Christina Aguilera for
her upcoming movie "Burlesque,"
Justin Bieber, Usher, Train, Enrique
Iglesias, Ne-Yo, Kid Rock, Bon Jovi,
and Santana who was joined by Bush's
Gavin Rossdale.
The first award of the night was given
to Usher, who walked away with the

awards for both Favorite Male Artist of
Soul/Rhythm & Blues Music as well as
Favorite Album, "Raymond v. Raymond," for Soul/Rhythm & Blues
Music. Rihanna claimed Favorite
Soul/Rhvthm &Blues Music Female
Artist or the Year, while Lady Gaga,
dressed to a T in her crazy outfit,
claimed the Favorite Pop/Rock Female
Artist of the Year. Pop/Rock Band, Duo
or Group went to The Black Eyed Peas.
Rap/Hip-Hop Album of the Year was
up next, awarded to Eminem for "Recovery." Eminem also took Rap/HipHop Male Artist.
Taylor Swift claimed title for Favorite
Country Female Artist for her place
amongst Top Hits, while Carrie Underwood walked away with Favorite
Country Album for her new album
"Play On," released November 3,2009.
Brad Paisley, recent winner of Country
Artist of the Year of the CMAs, walked
away from the AMAs with an award
for Favorite Country Male Artist Lady
Antebellum claimed Favorite Country
Band, summing up a successful year
for them
As the night wound down, so the anticipation for Artist of the Year peaked.
Up for grabs for the big title were
artists like Justin Bieber, Eminem,
Ke$ha, Lady Gaga, and Katy Perry. The
winner: Justin Bieber. This little star

The Backstreet Boys reunited for the show.

Justin Bieber takes home the biggest award of the night and shares it with Usher.

prodigy took the stage for his forth
award of the evening, having already
snatched up the T-Mobile Breakthrough Artist Award, Favorite
Pop/Rock Male Artist, and Favorite
Pop/Rock Album for his work "My
World 2.0." He mounted the steps witn
a huge grin, flapping his leather jacket
and flipping his side swept hair in contentment. In his speech ne thanked his

family, circling those well-known by
him, and ending with legend Michael
Jackson, claiming they all wouldn't "be
here without him." Halfway through,
he called up pop artist Usher to share
in his glory. They embraced and
walked off stage together, arm in arm.
I was beyona shocked that such a
child, famous only because of those
that sing his name and praises, could

walk away from this award show with
his arms full. What is our generation
and musical world coming to?
The night ended with an eccentric
performance from Kid Rock who was
joined by old beat stars The Backstreet
Boys. They sang an eclectic list of
songs, pulling from both old and new
for a great closing performance.

Taylor Swift Gives Thanks to the Fans This Holiday
MICHELLE MOODHE

Layout Editor
Thanksgiving Day entertainment invited a
blonde headed bombshell to share the TV airwaves this past Thursday, with an NBC special
featuring this "fearless" songwriter. Taylor Swift
has been inescapable from the media this year
and even more so since the release of her new
album in late October. As a kick-off to the album
titled "Speak Now," NBC aired a mini-concert,
filled with behind-the-scenes dips of the making
of the new record. .Not only has Taylor. Swift
made a name for herself in tne songwriting industry, she has directed her own headline tour,
and was a producer for the special. It seems there
isn't much Taylor Swift can't do these days.
The special opened up with Swift on a New York
City rooftop, singing her first-released single off
the new album, Mine." After the first verse we
get a glimpse into what it was like recording this
recora. Throughout the special, we see Swift as a
very down-to-earth person, one who shops at
Target to buy her own label, and couldn't be more
oblivious to her fame.
We are taken on a week's journey in the life of
Taylor Swift. First stop is the Today Show, where
she is greeted by a large group of adoring fans.
Swift's humor really comes out during the snow as
she cracks jokes left and right.
During her performance of the song "The Story

writing the song for the first time. As she is
recording in the studio she finishes the final track
of the CD and says, "Oh, my, God, we just danced
around the room and had a dance party" Swift
then continues jumping up and down like a
teenage girl at a Backstreet Boys concert. One
couldn't help but laugh.
As the week progressed, Swift took a few lucky
fans on a flight to L.A. where she did individual
interviews with each one, answering any and all
questions they had. One of the coolest parts of the
snow was watching Swift do a spontaneous concert on the streets ofiL.A. Story goes; Swift
thought it would be an interesting experiment to
see what would happen if she twittered about
singing on top of a bus. She says her biggest fear
was whether anyone would show up. Well, anyone turned into over a thousand people crowding the street, and she dedicated one of her new
songs to the fans as she played on the roof of her
bus.
The funniest moment of the special was when
Swift and her band took a haunted tour at Universal Studios. Celebrities and superstars of the
music industry seem to carry this natural aura
around them that somehow we think they are different than everyday people and you don't really
expect to see them reacting in any sort of panic
Photo Courtesy nbc.com
Swift inside a classic Hollywood haunted house,
state. Well, that barrier is shattered when Swift
runs around screaming in pure horror as a group
of Us," Swift shows us home videos of her actually of chainsaw men chase her. This definitely pro-

Rascal Flatts New CD
LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor
T h e trio of Gary LeVox, Jay Demarcus, and Joe Don Rooney
that makes up country superstars Rascal Flatts has released another
spectacular album, their seventh, titled "Nothing Like This." The
EP started selling in stores on Hies., Nov. 16, and this Rascal Flatts
fan was not disappointed. As a fan who has only loved certain singles (for example, "Life is a Highway" and Bless the Broken
Road"), this CD will definitely be one to add to my collection.
The first track on the album, titled "Why Wait," is an upbeat number that is sure to get any fan up on their feet. It has been the most
popular song off of the CD so far according to il\ines, and one of
my personal favorites.
Trade number two, "Easy," is a sweet duet between the trio and
Natasha Bedingfield. This is a sweet love song that has powerful
energy and emotion from all the singers involved.
The other tracks are a mix of rock, pop, and country. "Sunday
Afternoon," for example, starts out sounding like a rock song, ana
then seamlessly flows into their classic country style of emotional
crooning and guitar riffs on the chorus.
Another good example of this blend is "Play," a piece charged
with energy and brougnt me back to my carefree childhood, just
wanting to leave everything behind and go outside and play. I was
happy mat this and aunday Afternoon" were set up back-to-back.
Crazy guitar chords and drumbeats propel "All Night to Get
There" with great lyrics. Chalk this one up on the list ofrepeats on
my iTunes.
Some of the songs, however, I feel the group tried a little too hard.
One of the biggest examples is with, ironically, the song "They Try"
It's an upbeat-song, but the strain and sound of the group's voices
made me feel like they put way too much emotion in the song. For
whatever reason, it sounded sappy and forced.
"Red Camaro," though not as forced, wasn't the best cut either, but
maybe that's why these two are a bit buried in the middle of the
line-upt
"They Try" was a bit difficult on the ears, but the rest of the songs
made up for it Another favorite of mine is the title track, "Nothing Like This," an easy love song that reminded me of the classic
Garth Brooks and Tim McGraw of a few years ago. Well done.
"Summer Young" was another feel-good song. Catchy upbeat,
and fun, I could sins along to this and others for hours. That, and
"Tonight Tonight," tne track right after it Great positioning on the

vided a good laugh and reminded me of similar
instances I've shared with my friends.
I think this special broke any sort of previously

"First stop is the Today Show,
where she is greeted by a large
group of adoring fans. Swift's
humor really comes out during
the show afr she-eraeks jokes left
and right."
conceived stereotype people may have had about
Taylor Swift. As a Taylor Swift fan myself, it was
enjoyable and only made me like her more.
Taylor's last song of the night was "Speak Now,"
and she had a few words of wisdom to share as
the night came to a close. "I think you deserve to
look back on life without this chorus of resounding voices saying I could have but it's too late now.
So there's a time for silence, and there's a time for
waiting you're turn, but if you know how you feel
and you so clearly know what you need to say I
don't think you should wait. I think you should
speak now."

Happy Holidays!!
Sunchase wishes y o u a v e r y safe a n d h a p p y holiday!
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album and it sounded seamless when played consecutively.
The final track, "I Wont Let Go," almost had me in tears. I can see
this song as many future couples' first dances or father-daughter
dances at weddings. This song made me immediately think of
"Bless the Broken Road," such an iconic song from the band a couple years ago. Not the best way to end an album, but I was happy
to see another song with "Broken Road" tendencies. I think ' I
Won't Let Go" will go down in Flatts' iconic song history. I hope

m
so, anyway.
To recap my favorites: "Why Wait," "Sunday Afternoon," "Play,"
"All Night to Get There," "Nothing Like This," "Summer Young,"
"Tonight Tonight," and "I Won't Let Go." That's eight out of the 11
on the CD. Good job this time, Rascal Flatts. Not bad. I'll be singing
along to these for now, while eagerly awaiting the next collection of
hits you put out
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Women's Basketball Drops Two Road Games at UVA and Monmouth
REPRINTED FROM LONGWOODLANCXRS.COM

T h e Longwood University women's basketball
team droppeaa 74-63 decision at the University of
Virginia of the Atlantic Coast Conference on Sunday,
Nov. 21 at the John Paul Jones Arena in Charlottesville. The Lancers led by 16 with 3:04 remaining
in the first half and carried a 34-27 lead in to halftime. Longwood was led by freshman Bria White |
Silver Spring, Md (Bethesda-Chevy Chase) with a
career-nigh 17 points while the Cavaliers (3-1) were
paced by Ariana Moorer with 19 points.
Junior Brittany Jones | Richmond (North
Florida) scored the first seven points for Longwood
to keep the Lancers even with the Cavaliers at 7-7 at
the first media timeout. White made a pair of threepointers and junior Morgan Smith I Williamsport,
Md. (Williamsport) added another tnree-pointer as
the Lancers went on an 11-3 run to take the 18-10
lead with 9:21 left in the first half. Longwood continued to roll and went on a 14-6 run over the next six
minutes to lead 32-16 with 304 remaining in the first
half. Virginia went on an 11-2 to make the halftime
score 34-27. Longwood shot 50 percent (13-26) from
the floor in the first half, including 80 percent (4-5)
from behind the arc, while limiting Virginia to 22.9
percent(8-35) shooting.
The Cavaliers scored thefirstseven points of the
second half to tie the game at 34-34 with 18:13 remaining. Longwood kept the game close, with Virginia not pulling away by more than four points until
nine minutes remaining and the Lancers tying the
same three times during that span. Virginia had a
five-point lead at 55-50 with 8:57 remaining in the

wood returns to action on Thurs. Dec. 2, when it
hosts James Madison University of the Colonial Athletic Association at 7 p.m. in Wulett Hall in Farmville.
The Lancers trailed 7-5 with 15:53 remaining in
the first half before the Hawks went on a 10-2 run
over the next four minutes to push the lead to 47-7.
Monmouth outscored Longwood 21-8 over the final
9:48 to lead 44-21 at halftime.
Monmouth pushed the lead to as much as 31
with 13:31 remaining in the game. Longwood went
on a 12-2 run to cut the deficit to 59-39 with 6:39 remaining. Billups scored 10 points during the run.
Longwood cut the lead to 14 out Monmouth pushed
it back to 16 and made the final 76-60.
Longwood shot 46.9 percent (23-49) from the
floor, inouding 12.5 percent (1-8) from behind the
arc, and 76.5 percent (13-17) from the foul line.
Billups scored 22 points (8-13 FG, 6-6 FT) and added
nine rebounds. Junior Mina Jovanovic added 11
points (4-9 FG) and seven rebounds while sophomore Chelsea Coward. Mechanicsville (Hanover)
added 10 points and three assists.
Monmouth shot 41.4 percent (24-58) from the
floor, including 50.0 percent (7-14) from behind the
arc, and 72.4 percent (21-29) from the foul line.
Rooney led the Hawks with 20 points while Alysha
Womack and Alexis Canady each scored 13 points.
Betsy Gadziala and Carly Tnibault rounded out five
double-figure scorers for the Hawks with 12 and 11
points respectively.Monmouth outrebounded Longwood 39-27 and scored 17 second-chance points.

game, but a jumper by sophomore Heather Tobeck |
La Porte, Texas (La Porte) and a pair of jumpers by
White cut the lead to one at 57-56 with 7:41 remaining. Paulisha Kellum scored before Tobeck made another layup to keep the Lancers within one at 59-58.
Virginia went on an 11-0 run over the next 3:56 to
pusn ahead 70-58 with 2:20 remaining before winning 74-63.
Longwood shot 47.2 percent (25-53) from the
floor, inouding 66.7 percent (6-9) from behind the
arc, and 87.5 percent (7-8).fromthe foul line. White
scored 17 points (6-11FG, 3-4 3FG) and added three
rebounds and two assists. Junior Mina Jovanovic I
Smederevska Palanka, Serbia (Salt Lake CC) scored
nine points with five rebounds and five assists in 39
minutes while junior Brittanni Billups I Goldsboro,
N.C (Eastern Wayne) and Tobeck adaea eight points
each. The Lancers recorded eight blocks in the game,
including three by Billups.
Virginia shot 34.8 percent (23-66) from the floor,
including 22.2 percent (2-9)frombehind the arc, and
74.3 percent (26-35) from the foul line. Moorer finished with a game-high 19 points and eight rebounds
while Jazmin Pitts added 12 points, including 8-12
from the foul line. Virginia outrebounded Longwood
47-29 and turned 29 offensive rebounds in to 20
points. Chelsea Shine scored five points with eight
rebounds and four blocks.
The women's basketball team then fell 76-60 on
Wed. Nov. 24 at Monmouth University of the Northeast Conference in West Long Branch, New Jersey.
The Lancers (1-4) were led by junior Brittanni Billups
with a same-high 22 points, 20 of them in the second half against the Hawks (2-2). Erin Rooney led
Monmouth with 20 points, all in thefirsthalf. Long-

Longwood Falls at Home to Visiting Fairleigh Dickinson
Fox College Sports (FCS). For ticket
information, please call the Longwood
Ticket Office at (434) 395-2138.
Longwood scored the first eight
Longwood University dropped an points of the game and led 10-2 at
16:44 of the first half before Fairleigh
-78 men's basketball home decision
decisi
83-78
to visiting Fairleigh Dickinson Univer- Dickinson used a 14-5 run to lead 16sity of the Northeast Conference at 15 at 13:14 behind eight quick points
Willett Hall in Farmville. Junior stand- from Scott It was 23-23 with 9:01 left
out Antwan Carter|St. Petersburg, Fla. in the period after a layup from Carter,
(St Petersburg) led the host Lancers (3- but the Knights exploded with a 28-8
4) with hi6 fourth double-double this run to take their largest lead of the
season of 14 points and a game-high 14 game at 51-31 at 1:32, and FDU led 54rebounds as LU rallied from a 20 -point 35 at the intermission when Scott made
second-half deficit t9 tie the contest fit , & tlyee,-point field goal af th^e, buzzer
72-72 with 1:50 left only to fall short at while finishing with 15 first-half points.
the end. Mike Scott led the visiting The visitors shot 66.7 percent (22-33)
Knights (1-3) with a game-high dou- from thefieldin thefirsthalf, including
ble- double of 21 points and 10 assists, 83.3 percent (5-6) on three-pointers.
adding nine rebounds to just miss a The Lancers shot iust 35.7 percent (15rare triple-double. Longwood returns 42) from the fiela during the opening
to action on Wednesday night, Decem- 20 minutes, including 21.4 percent (3ber 1, hosting James Madison Univer- 14) on three-pointers.
Longwood still trailed by 20 points
sity (5-1) of the Colonial Athletic
Association in Farmville with tip-off at 59-39 with 16:37 remaining before
scheduled for 7 p.m. It will be the first- putting together a valiant comeback atever live TV game from Willett Hall tempt over the final 16:20. It was
on-campus as the highly-anticipated started with a basket inside by Carter,
contest will be nationally televised by followed by a three-pointerfromfreshman Mark ParkerjClayton, N.C. (West
REPRINTED FROM LONGWOODLANCERS.COM
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Jan van der Kooij guards the ball from an opponent.
Johnston) that got the crowd back into
the game as the Lancers made a 24-4
run to tie the game at 63-63 with 6:47
on the clock on a pair offreethrows by
Carter. Six different players scored
during the outburst, including Parker
and
junior
Martiz
Washington | Hopewell (Christchurch)

â
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with two three-pointers each, with
Washington adding two free throws
before another three-pointer by redshirt-junior Durann Neil|Pleasantville,
N.J. (Leap Academy).
CONTINUED ONLINE AT
THEROTUNDAONUNE.COM

PIGSKIN PICK 'EN WEEKLY FOOTBALL PICKS
K E E N A N C R U M P : (33-27)
- Nebraska over Oklahoma: If Taylor Martinez is healthy, then the Cornhuskers finally clear the hurdle that is
Oklahoma in the Big XII Championship while moving on to a BCS bowl game.
- Florida State over Virginia Teen: The Hokies are andshould be the favorites in this contest. But Jimbo Fisher has
the Seminoles going in the right direction and they pull off the upset in a nailbiter.
- Auburn over South Carolina: This year belongs to Cam Newton and Auburn as they solidify their spot in National title game.
• New England over NY Jets: The Pats get revenge from early season loss to Jets on the road. Brady outduels
Sanchez on the field and Belichick outcoaches Rex Ryan on the sidelines in a shootout on Monday night.
- Atlanta over Tampa Bay: The Bucs' fairytale season hits another roadblock as the Falcons show they are the class
of the NFC South. Tampa keeps it close early, but Matt Ryan and the Falcons pull away late for the victory.
- Baltimore over Pittsburgh: Neither team has looked too impressive over the last few weeks, but the Ravens pressure Big Ben all night in a defensive struggle as the Ravens prevail in front of the home crowd.

B E N M A I T L A N D : (33-27)
- No. 1 Auburn over No. 19 South Carolina: Cam Newton leads his squad over the Gamecocks in a whale of an
SEC Championship. A spot in the National Title game still awaits Auburn.
- No. 15 Virginia Tech over No. 21 Florida State: The Hokies started the season off on the wrong foot, but have
righted the snip in the past several weeks.
- No. 13 Nebraska over No. 9 Oklahoma: Taylor Martinez holds the key to victory in this Big 12 Championship
matchup. Cornhuskers finally earn the right to call themselves champs.
- Atlanta over Tampa Bay: Matt Ryan has been lights out and the Bucs are unable to stop him and a mighty Falcons offense.
- Baltimore over Pittsburgh: I look for Derrek Mason to have a big game and for the Ravens defense to be as
tough as ever at home.
- N Y Jets over New England: Mark Sanchez proves again he is for real, as the Rex Ryan-led team gets the best of
the Pats on MNF. Jets take first place in AFC East.

N A T H A N E P S T E I N : (36-24)
- No. 1 Auburn over No. 19 South Carolina: South Carolina's offense and Auburn's poor defense will keep it
close; you don't go to Alabama, come back from 17 down and not win the SEC.
- No. 21 FSU over No. 15 Virginia Tech: The Seminoles are on cloud 9 after defeated rival Florida for the first
time in 6 tries. The Hokies have not had to deal with speed all year, and they'll get a little too much this weekend.
- No. 13 Nebraska over No. 9 Oklahoma: Nebraska's defense is too much for the Sooners, plus the Cornhuskers
have extra motivation considering their controversial loss to the Longhorns in last year's Big 12 tide game.
- Atlanta over Tampa Bay: The Falcons are rolling behind Matt Ryan, and now the defense is starting to follow
suit holding a high-scoring Packers team to only 17 points. Matty-Ice and the Falcons take it.
• Baltimore over Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh should have lost to Buffalo on the road, and now face one of the toughest
defenses in the league on the road. Ravens win.
-New England over NY Jets: The Pats are quietly one of the hottest teams in the league. The Jets are too, but Tom
Brady will be ready this time around. The Jets have had luck on their side as of late, but it runs out in Foxborough.

Something
Like a
War
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
iVAany people who
know me can vouch for
me when I say that I love
history. I mean all history,
from the Civil War to
World War II, and everything in-between. That enjoyment of history also
extends to the sports
SPORTS
world. I still like learning
COLUMN
about old sports stories
and older athletes, especially baseball players. There is an abundance of untold stories about unknown baseball players. After
seeing most of Ken Burns' documentary "Baseball"
a few weeks ago, I decided I would make a list of a
few baseball players, living and deceased, who I
would like to sit down with individually just to hear
them tell their tales.
First on the list would have to be Detroit Tiger
Ty Cobb. Known for his gritty, hard-playing style,
Cobb holds the all-time career batting average
record at .367, a record which will probably never
be broken by any players today or in the future. As
a left-handed batter, Cobb's hitting was held in high
esteem c v e n ' n his playing days in the early 1900s.
He held the bat with his hands several inches apart,
which has really never been copied by any players
since that time. His quick baserunning was also
stellar. However, Cobb had a dark side. He was easily angered and carried his anger out on both the
opposing team and his teammates. He would slide
into the bases with his spikes up to try and cut other
players. He rushed into the stands one afternoon to
beat a fan who had taunted him. I could only hope
to make it through an interview with Cobb, but I
would ask him if all his transgressions were indeed
worth it in the end Id love to hear Cobb utter his
famous quote, that baseball was "something like a
war." Id also ask what it was like managing a team
and playing at the same time.
I would have to include Ted Williams on the
sit-down list Hie last man to ever have a .400 batting average during a season, Williams is considered by many to be the greatest hitter who ever
lived. He hit 521 career home runs, including a
home run in hisfinalat-bat Williams even wrote a
book later in life about what he did best called "The
Science of Hitting." I have a copy of the book and in
it, Williams went into great detail about one of the
hardest things in the world to do: hitting a baseball.
Williams also had his trials and tribulations with
the media and the Boston Red Sox fans who he
played in front of. He could sometimes be icy and
uncooperative with both parties. Actually speaking
to Williams might be possible in the future given
what happened to Williams' remains when he died
several years ago. Williams' head and body were
frozen in the hope that one day he could be revived.
If so, I would ask Williamsforsome of his secrets in
terms of hitting and what it was like to miss several
years of playing time while serving in two wars.
In terms of stars in the Negro Leagues, Josh
Gibson is one that definitely stands out Gibson was
a catcherforthe Homestead Grays who had unbelievable power at the plate. There are varying accounts as to how many home runs Gibson actually
hit during his career. Some say he hit anywhere
from 900 to 1,000. It was reported that during an
exhibition game in Yankee Stadium, Gibson hit a
homer out of the entire ballpark. As good as Gibson
was, however, he was bitter that he was not the first
black ballplayer to play in the majors. Of course,
that distinction is held by Jadrie Robinson. Gibson
died of a stroke in1947, so he never got the chance
to play white baseball I would want to as^ Gibson
what was truth and what wasfictionin terms of his
home run tally and also his true feelings about
never playing in the majors.
Finally, 1 would like to talk to former Cincinnati Red Pete Rose. Rose and Cobb are connected
in several ways. One, Rose broke Cobb's all-time
hits record in 1985 and ended his career with over
4,000 hits. The other thing the two held in common
was how they approached and played the game.
Rose was just as tough a competitor as Cobb and
ran the base paths with just as much intensity. Rose
even earned the nickname "Charlie Hustle"forhow
he played. Then, of course, are the reports that Rose
bet on baseball Rose has never been inducted into
the Hall of Fame and, without a change in the near
future, probably never will be due to his connections with betting on baseball I would want to ask
Rose just what the actual story is in regards to the
scandal.
These are just a few of the legends who made
their own respective marie on baseball As a reporter and writer, it would be arealtreat to be able
to actually interview these men and others like
them to hear them tell the stories in their own
words. Call me nostalgic, call me crazy for writing
a column about this, but it would quite frankly be
life-altering to be able to bring some of these guys
back and ask them questions.
Onefinalnote, to all thereadersout there, have
a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
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l was surrounded
by my community
and people I knew."

Though Dr. Jim Jordan, a professor at Longwood University, lived within
walking distance of Centra Southside Community Hospital, he had never
been a patient and didn't expect to be. ,
,
When Charles Taylor, MD, diagnosed Jim with cancer in August 2009, he
still couldn't believe it was happening. Opting for a rapid and aggressive
treatment, Jim underwent surgery in December 2009. With this being his first
time as a surgery patient, Jim was scared. He walked to the hospital on the day
of his surgery and was immediately surrounded by the staff he came to know
as friends. The doctors and nurses at Centra Southside Community Hospital
treated Jim with compassion and understanding.
Jim found care, treatment and health close to home. He is now cancer free
and back to enjoying his passion for teaching and archaeology.
To hear more of Jim's story, visit CentraSouthside.com.
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